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John Wesley's Christian Economics for Korean Wesleyans 

Chang Hoon Park, Ph.D. 
Seoul Theological University 

I. Introduction 

A. Raising the questions 

We. can find easily in his works that John Wesley had "preferential concern" for the poor. As an 

evangelist, of course, Wesley mainly ministered to all his contemporaries' common concerns such as 

" true religion," "salvation," and "Christian life." When Wesley developed his theology for all human 

beings, he showed himself to be much more concerned about the circumstances of the poor, which 

looked like the barriers for them to come closer to the gospel. So, the questions, "Why was Wesley 

interested in helping the poor?", or "What made Wesley work with the poor?" lead us to the following 

question, "What were Wesley's activities for the poor?" I would like to focus on Wesley 's ministry for 

the poor in this paper. But, in discussing this issue, we should be careful not to take too limited a view 

of the poor. To understand Wesley 's attitude toward the poor, we must also study Wesley 's ministry 

for the rich, as I mentioned before. 

The assumption of this paper, therefore, is that there were rich people as well as poor people in the 

Methodist societies. This assumption does not mean that Wesley shifted the focus of his ministry like a 

pendulum back and forth. On the contrary, it was obvious that Wesley kept his preferential interest in 

the poor. 

What would Wesley say about the situation of Korean churches if he were in Korea now? It was 

sensational that Korean churches had grown so rapid in a century, as Korea developed its economy. 

But Korean churches had some problems which seemed to take place in the conflict of classes. One 

instance was the preaching of the pastors who were ministering to the large churches about the 

blessing in this world. According to their preaching, wealth is the proof of God 's "blessing." No one 

can criticize the confession that my wealth came from God's blessing, but there was a severe problem 

that many rich Christians in Korea did not want to participate in the sufferings with the poor, which 

seemed to the rich to be suffering from God' curse. Now things have changed. Korean churches have 
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stopped growing their numbers, and Korea 's economical development turns out to have the severe 
problems. What if Wesley were to see Korean churches in nation wide bankruptcy, which forced the 

government to borrow money from the International Monetary Fund? 

It may be helpful to define the meaning of poverty in this paper. As we study Wesley's work for 
the poor, the problem of poverty is seen in terms of a lack of necessities of life. That is to say, there are 
some who lack what is necessary to human life. They lack food, shelter, medicine, and so on. This is 
not a question of relative poverty,--some are richer than others--but of the lack of resources for a 
minimum of health and decency. Similarly the problem of wealth can be understood as the possession 

of more than is necessary for life. It is the question of surplus. 

B. The Misery of the Poor in the Eighteenth Century in England 
Provided that Wesley was a product of his historical context, it is important to outline the social 

situation of the poor of English society in the eighteenth century when we are interested in studying 
Wesley's work for the poor. John Wesley's life belonged almost entirely to the pre-revolutionary epoch 
of recent European history. At the beginning of the eighteenth century, the atmosphere of England 
looked gloomy for the poor. The number of the poor varied from one part of England to another and 
from year to year, depending on the harvest: "Population process--that is, the division of the populace 
into a great mass of people becoming poorer and poorer, ever more wretched , and a small minority of 
very rich people--was, in comparison with the time of the Industrial Revolution, still in the beginning 
stages of development."1 

The rural population became dispossessed due to the enclosure of communal lands, the 
expropriation of fallow land, and the consolidation of farms and fields . Those who could not live any 
longer in their home communities found their place in newly developed industrial areas or slum 
districts at the cities' edges. 

Herbert Butterfield describes: 

Where thousands of people were gathered together, the rough and uneducated condition of 
the working classes, the imperfect housing, the inadequacy of the sanitation and the 
water-supply, and the lack of administrative machinery--the defects even in the methods for 
maintaining order--made it difficult to preserve health, respectability and a reasonable mode 
of life.2 

J. H. Plumb informs us of the situation of London and the large towns: 

Most cellars were inhabited, not only by people but also by their pigs, fowls, sometimes 
even by their horses and cattle ... All houses and cellars were desperately overcrowded--ten 
to a room was common in Manchester. It was reported that often the rooms were without 
furniture and lacking even beds; the occupants slept close together on shavings for warmth .. .. 
Only about one child in four, born in London, survived.3 

~ Manfred Marqu.ardt, (,ohn Wesl~y's Soci.al Ethics: Praxis a~:id Pri~ciples (Nashville: Abingdon Press, J 992), p. 19. 
Herbert Butterfield, England m the Eighteenth Century, A Hrstory of Methodist Church in Great Britain, ed. by Rupert Davies and Gordon Rupp (London: Epworth Press, 1965), Vol. I, p. 7. 3 J. H. Plumb, England in the Eighteenth Century (1 714-1815) (Baltimore: Penguin, 1953), pp. 12-3. 
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Butterfield agrees with Plumb that the increased population in the towns was caused by 

immigration from the outside, because deaths would outnumber the births.
4 

Wesley also knew the plight of the poor of England: 

The fact I knew; I have seen it with my eyes, in every corner of the land. I have known 
those who could only afford to eat a little coarse food once every other day. I have known 
one in London (and one that a few years before had all the conveniencies of life) picking up 
from a dunghill stinking sprats, and carrying them home for herself and her children. I have 
known another gathering the bones which the dogs had left in the streets, and making broth 
of them, to prolong a wretched life! I have heard a third artless declare, "Indeed I was very 
faint, and so weak I could hardly walk, until my dog, finding nothing at home, went out, and 
brought in a good sort of bone, which I took out of his mouth, and made a pure dinner! "5 

In all parts of England, "life was still subject to chance, still unguarded against the catastrophe of 

local famine, for example, and still darkened by strange violences, blind passions and popular 

superstitions."6 In the midst of death and instability of life, the people sought painkillers and found 

them in drink, gambling, and violence. The traditional attitude that poverty itself is a stigma of divine 

punishment also pervaded the whole country. Most poor people seemed to approve their poverty as a 

fate without analysis of the cause of it. This attitude left the poor in nerveless crowded masses. 

Wesley's works for the poor, therefore, needed to take two ways; the material helps and the 

evangelical enlightenment. We can find these two ways in the following sections; the former is in 

commitment and aid to the poor, the latter in the evangelical economics for the Christians. 

II. Commitment to the Poor 

A. Visiting the Poor 

In the period of Oxford Methodism, in 1730, William Morgan, one of the members of the circle, 

proposed to Wesley that the group visit the debtors and prisoners. Influenced by Morgan, the 

Wesleyan group soon was spending several hours a week with the poor and needy in the town.7 

With the approval of the appropriate ecclesiastical and civil officials in Oxford, the Wesleyan 

group regularly visited the two prisons (Castle prison and the city jail at the North Gate), assumed 

responsibility for preaching and pastoral care to the prisoners, and occasionally provided financial 

support to help prisoners begin a new occupation.8 

They also visited poor families at least once a week, secured medicine and clothing, taught the 

children, and explained Christian doctrines. The range of this group's activity is best indicated by an 

active interest and role in the progress of poor children. So, in 1731, Wesley hired Mrs. Plat to take 

4 Butterfield, p. 7. 
5 John Wesley, "Thoughts on the Present Scarcity of Provisions," The Works of the Rev. John Wesley, ed. by Thomas 

Jackson (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1996), 11 :53f. After, indicated as Works (1). Another abbreviation : Works: 
The Works John Wesley (The Bicentennial Edition) (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1984-). 

6 Butterfield, p. 7. 
7 Richard P. Heitzenrater, Wesley and the People Called Methodists (Nashiville: Abingdon Press, 1995), p. 40. 
8 Marquardt, p. 24. 
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care of the children.9 

In 1732, John Clayton, who also had social concerns like Morgan, incited the Wesleyan group to 

help the poor. They saved money by denying themselves the typical student pleasures and stylish 

clothing, and later by fasting. 10 

As with the practice of visiting prisoners, the practice of visiting the poor on a regular basis goes 

back to Wesley's Oxford days. He regarded it then simply as an essential aspect of that holiness 

without which none can see God. He could no more imagine a week without visiting the hovels of the 

poor than he could a week without participation in the Eucharist.
11 

He insisted to all those who placed themselves under his direction that visiting the poor was an 

essential means of grace and an indispensable form of obedience to the command of Christ: 

The walking herein is essentially necessary, as to the ·continuance of that faith whereby we 
'are' already 'saved by grace,' so to the attainment of everlasting salvation.

12 

Wesley, therefore, visited the poor not simply because he had sentimental attachment to the poor 

but because he knew what it meant to lack bread: 

God pronounced it as a curse upon man that he should earn it "by the sweat of his brow." 
But how many are there in this Christian country that toil and labour, and sweat, and have it 
not at last, but struggle with weariness and hunger together? Is it not worse for one after a 
hard day's labour, to come back to a poor, cold, dirty, uncomfortable lodging, and to find 
there not even the food which is needful to repair his wasted strength? You that live at ease 
in the earth, that want nothing but eyes to see, ears to hear, and hearts to understand how 
well God hath dealt with you, is it not worse to seek bread day by day, and find none? 
Perhaps to find the comfort also of five or six children, crying for what he has not to give. 
Were it not that he is restrained by an unseen hand, would he not soon 'curse God and die'? 
0 want of bread! Want of bread! Who can tell what this means unless he hath felt it 
himself?13 

According to Wesley, when the rich visit the poor, the former generally have sympathy for the 

latter. It is clear then that Wesley sought in principle to direct himself to the poor: 

And surely never in any age or nation since the age of the apostles have those words been so 
eminently fulfilled, The poor have the gospel preached unto them,' as it is at this day. 14 

This developed into the attitude by Wesley of avoiding the rich: "Many of the rich and honourable 

were there; so that I found that it was time for me to fly away." 15 "The rich, the honourable, the great, 

we are thoroughly willing (if it be the will of our Lord) to leave to you. Only let us alone with the poor, 

the vulgar, the base, the outcast of men."16 

9 Heitzenrater, p. 41. 
10 Ibid., p. 45. 
11 

Wesley, "The Preface of an Extract of the Rev. Mr. John Wesley ' s Journal," Journal & Diaries 1:128-9 (Works 18). 12 Wesley, "On Visiting the Sick (1786)," Sermons III :385-6 (Works 3). 
13 Wesley, "Heaviness through Maniford Temptation (1760)," Sermons 11:227-8 (Works 2). 
14 Wesley, "The Signs of the Times (1787)," Sermons II:527 (Works 2). 
15 Wesley, Journal & Diaries III:59 (Works 20). 
16 Wesley, "A Farther Appeal to Men of Reason and Religion, Part III," Works 8:316. 
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B. Begging for the Poor 

When Wesley regularly visited the poor and became aware of their condition, he developed 

programs for the poor. One of them was the practice of "begging for the poor." Wesley said that he 

collected not for himself or his movement but for the needy. The collective contributions were 

distributed to the poor, partly in cash, partly in clothing, foodstuffs, fuel , or medicine. 

In extraordinary distress from poor harvests, severe winter weather, or other unexpected 

circumstances, special collections were solicited to bring substantial relief, or Wesley himself traveled 

to plead for the needed funds. In February 1744 Wesley wrote: 

In the afternoon, many being met together, I exhorted them now, while they had opportunity, 

to make to themselves 'friends of the mammon of unrighteousness '; to deal their bread to the 

hungry, to clothe the naked, and not to hide themselves from their own flesh. And God 

opened their hearts, so that they contributed nearly fifty pounds, which I began laying out 

the very next hour in linen, woollen, and shoes for them whom I knew to be diligent and yet 
. 17 
in want. 

And he also wrote: 

I made a second collection, which amounted to about thirty pounds; but perceiving that the 

whole money received would not answer one-third of the expense, I determined to go round 

the classes, and beg for the rest, till I had gone through the whole society. 18 

He continued to undertake such begging travels even in old age, without allowing himself to be 

stopped by difficulties. In his eighties he explained this practice by saying: 

At this season we usually distribute coals and bread among the poor of the society. But I 

now considered, they wanted clothes, as well as food. So on this, and the four following 

days, I walked through the town, and begged two hundred pounds in order to clothe them 

that needed it most. But it was hard work, as most of the streets were filled with melting 

snow, which often lay ankle deep; so that my feet were steeped in snow-water nearly from 
. ·11 . 19 morning ti evening. 

The amounts collected, often reaching more than one hundred pounds, may be compared with 

Wesley's ability to meet his own needs with twenty-eight pounds per year in his early years (60 pounds 

in later years). 

Looking carefully at the phrase of " the poor of the society," we can see that the poor were not 

simply outsiders of the society, but largely the people of the Methodist society. 20 That is to say, we 

can say that many Methodists were not among the propertied class and that the object of Wesley's 

ministry became the Methodist society itself. Begging for the poor could be called not only a social 

17 Wesley, Journal & Diaries 111:10 (Works 20). 
18 Wesley, Journal & Diaries III :15 (Works 20). 
19 Wesley, Journal & Diaries Vl:340 (Works 23). 
20 Heitzenrater, "The Imitatio Christi and the Great Commandment: Virtue and Obl igation in Wesley's Ministry with 

the Poor," The Portion of the Poor: Good News to the Poor in the Wesleyan Tradition, ed. by M. Douglas Meeks 

(Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1995), p. 52: Actually, Theodore W. Jennings, Jr. seems to think that the word "the 

society"in Wesley ' s usage means "a group of persons fo rming a single community" in a broad sense, like "the urban 

society." See also, Theodore W. Jennings, Jr. , Good News to the Poor: John Wesley's Evangel ical Economics 

(Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1990), p. 59. 
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program for those outside the church, but primarily a program for the members of the Methodist 

societies, which was a miniature of all of England: 

At noon I examined the little society at Tetney. I have not seen such another in England. In 
the class paper (which gives an account of the contribution for the poor), I observed one 
gave eight pence, often ten pence, a week; another thirteen, fifteen, or eighteen pence; 
another sometimes one, sometimes two shillings. I asked Micah Elmoor, the leader. .. ' How 
is this? Are you the richest society in all England? ' He answered 'I suppose not; but all of us 
who are single persons have agreed together to both ourselves and all we have to God. And 
we do it gladly; whereby we are able, from time to time, to entertain all the strangers that 
come to Tetney, who often have no food to eat, nor any friend to give them a lodging'

21 

Ill. Aid to the Poor 

A. Medical Care 

There were numerous poor people unable to secure medicine or the aid of a physician in the 

eighteenth century in England. The hygienic conditions of the poor were catastrophic, medical care 

was inadequate, nutrition was often poor, and knowledge about healthy living and caring for the sick 

was minimal. 

Wesley introduced medical care for the poor. Wesley seemed to attend medical lectures, preparing 

for the mission to Georgia,
22 

and he was an ardent reader of the medical literature of his day. Wesley 

himself dispensed medicine and treated simple illness. Now he secured the advice of a pharmacist and 

an experienced physician, and he referred the more serious cases to the medical specialists: 

At length I thought of a kind of desperate expedient. 'I will prepare and give them physic 
myself.' For six-or seven-and-twenty years I had made anatomy and physic the diversion of 
my leisure hours; though I never properly studied them, unless for a few months when I was 
going to America, where I imagined I might be of some service to those who had no regular 
physician among them. I applied to it again. I took into my assistance an apothecary and an 
experienced surgeon; resolving at the same time not to go out of my depth, but to leave all 
difficult and complicated cases to such physicians as the patients should choose.2

J 

Using some quite "modern" methods (of course, in the sense that Wesley espoused the curative 

value of electricity, he was a son of his time), always without payment, Wesley could aid some 

hundreds of people within a few months: 

I found there had been about six hundred in about six months. More than three hundred of 
these came twice or thrice, and we saw no more of them. About twenty of those who had 
constantly attended did not seem to be either better or worse. About two hundred were 
sensibly better, and fifty-one thoroughly cured. The entire expense, from the beginning till 
this time, was about thirty pounds. 24 

Although this activity of free medical care seemed to be beyond the boundary of the Methodists ' 

21 Wesley, Journal & Diaries III: 159 (Works 20). 
22 Marquardt, p. 28. 
23 Wesley, "A Plain Account of the People called Methodists," Works 9:275. 
24 Wesley, Journal & Diaries III: 177 (Works 20). 
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works, it was continued by them: "We continued this ever since, and by the blessing of God with more 

r and more success." ) 

And there were so many patients, who came together in the society, that they needed many more 

places: "Two or three years after, our patients were so numerous that we were obliged to divide 

them."26 " I preached in the evening at Lisburn. All the time I could spare here was taken up by poor 

. ,,27 
patients. 

Furthermore, after Wesley made his manual Primitive physic in 1747, he could offer self-help fo r 

problems of proper nourishment and hygiene, treatment of illness, and care of the sick. Knowing that 

his contemporary physicians used too much technical and critical terms, Wesley was interested in 

making the plain health manual for the poor from human experience and common sense. 28 

B. Loan Fund 

Interest-free loans could be secured for up to three months from a "loan fund," to the basic capital 

of which Wesley had contributed from his own savings. The amount was first limited to twenty 

shillings (=one pound), but later raised to five pounds.29 Within one year the limited starting capital of 

barely thirty pounds provided assistance for more than 250 persons, rescuing them from lenders 

demanding extortionate interest that would have compounded their distress.30 By 1767, the loan fund 

was increased to 120 pounds as the number of borrowers multiplied. Administrators dealt with the 

financial dealings, from which Wesley received no profit, at the threshold of them.31 

C. Finding Jobs 

As we have studied so far, through his precise knowledge of the plight of the poor he was able to 

aid them. Wesley, actually, saw the real condition of the poor by visiting them. According to Wesley, 

many people, especially the rich, consciously avoided opportunities to become better informed: "And 

then they plead their voluntary ignorance as an excuse for their hardness of heart. "32 Hardness of heart 

and ignorance prevented the English people from knowing where poverty exactly came from. 

Wesley knew that poverty 's real cause lies neither in an inscrutable divine decree nor just in the 

laziness of the poor. Because he knew what the poverty condition was, he could legitimately overcome 

the false explanation of the cause of poverty. 

On Friday and Saturday, I visited as many more [of the poor] as I could. I fo und them in 

their cells underground ; others in their garrets, half-starved both with cold and hunger, 

added to weakness and pain. But I found not one of them unemployed, who was able to 

crawl about the room. So wickedly, devilishly false is that common objection, "T hey a re 

poor, only because they are idle." If you saw these things with your own eyes, could you lay 

25 Wesley, "A Plain Account of the People called Methodists," Works 9:276. 
26 Wesley, Jo urnal & Diaries IV:81 (Works 21). 
27 Wesley, Journal & Diaries V:376-7 (Works 22) . 
28 Wesley, Primitive Physic (London: The Epworth Press, 1960), p . 26-7. 
29 Wesley, " A Plain Account of the People called Methodists," Works 9:279e. 
10 Wesley, Journal & Diaries III : 125 (Works 20). 
11 Marquardt, p. 29. 
12 Wesley, "On Visiting the Sick (1786)," Sermons 111 :388 (Works 3). 
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out money in ornaments or superfluities?33 

Dating from the Oxford Methodists, Wesley's own observations gave him the answer. In many 
cases, he could find poverty involved with unemployment. In this case, the poor should not be blamed 
for their poverty. For this reason, others must provide help for them. 

Wesley was constantly concerned about finding jobs for the unemployed, not only because 
employment was much more significant than providing loans, but also because Wesley thought that 
unemployment was one of the chief causes of widespread poverty: 

Why have all these nothing to eat? Because they have nothing to do. The plain reason why 
they have no meat is, because they have no work.34 

Because he was frequently unable to place unemployed persons in firms, he arranged the initiation 
of work projects as often as possible. The first project was carried out in the newly erected London 
meetinghouse, a former cannon foundry. During the winter, twelve persons were engaged in 
processing cotton, and later, women were also employed in knitting: 

After several methods proposed for employing those who were out of business, we 
determined to make a trial of one which several of our brethren recommended to us. Our 
aim was, with as little expense as possible, to keep them at once from want and from 
idleness; in order to which, we took twelve of the poorest, and a teacher, into the 
society-room, where they were employed for four months, till spring came on, in carding 
and spinning of cotton. And the design answered; they were employed and maintained with 
very little more than the produce of their own labour.3-5 

Even though we do not know how many received such assistance or how long this project 
continued, we do know that Wesley suffered public suspicion and accusations about the social 
discipline and morality involved in this industry.36 

IV. Stewardship 

A. Unlimited Love for All 

Wesley's preferential option for the poor then became theological reflection on concrete issues of 
Christian life. According to Wesley, faith and good works were inescapable, since sanctification may 
be described as "a continued course of good works."37 Wesley ' s love for the poor started not only 
from his investigation of the plight of the poor, but above all from his emphasis on God's love for 
people. This reflection, therefore, intended not to work just for the poor or just for the rich. It was for 
all people that God loves. God loved us so that he sent Jesus to us. We should, therefore, love others to 

33 Wesley, Journal & Diaries 111:445 (Works 20). 
34 Wesley, "Thoughts on the Present Scarcity of Provisions," Works (J) l 1 :54. 3

" Wesley, Journal & Diaries 11:173 (Works 19). 
36 Wesley, Journal & Diaries II : 193 (Works 19). See Note 62. 
37 Wesley, "A Farther Appeal to Men of Reason and Religion, Part I," Works 11: 106. 
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be sanctified, as Jesus did. 

And we can see this reflection on the needs of the poor resulting in a call for Christian stewardship. 

Wesley 's call for stewardship always includes stewardship for the poor: 

Be a steward, a faithful and wise steward, of God and of the poor; differing from them in 
these two circun:stances .onl~, that your wants are first supplied out of the porti?n. of lsour 
Lord 's goods which remains in your hands; and that you have the blessedness of g1v1ng. · 

For Wesley, a steward of God should manage to share goods with the poor to "lay up the goods in 

heaven. " Wesley lists the more specific steps to be "a faithful and wise steward of God," that is, of the 

poor: 

(1), provide things needful for yourself--food to eat, raiment to put on, whatever nature 
moderately requires for preserving you both in health and strength; (2), provide these for 
your wife, your children, your servants, or any others who pertain to your household. If 
when this is done there is an overplus left, then do good to ' them that are of the household 
of faith.' If there be an overplus still, ' as you have opportunity, do good unto all men. ' In so 
doing, you give all you can : nay, in a sound sense, all you have. 39 

Even though Wesley approves of having servants and distinguishes " the household of faith" from 

"all men," mature Wesley clearly shows his intention of evangelical economics. Actually, Wesley does 

not criticize rich people themselves, but he warns people of trying to increase their riches beyond what 

is necessary for their lives. Wesley mentions who should be given "an overplus:" 

Do not you know that God entrusted you with that money (all above what buys necessaries 
for your families) to feed the hungry, to clothe the naked, to help the stranger, the widow, 
the fatherless ; and indeed, as far as it will go, to relieve the wants of all mankind.40 

Wesley shows his concern for all men, not just for the poor. Wesley seems to wish that abundant 

love will grow and loom beyond the discernment of I and others, or the poor and the rich. 

B. Regarding Oneself as Another of the Poor 

With his special concern for the poor, Wesley urges the Christians to identify themselves as the 

poor: 

You may consider yourself as one in whose hands the Proprietor of heaven and earth , and 
all things therein has lodged a part of his goods, to be disposed of according to his direction. 
And his direction is, that you should look upon yourself as one of a certain number of 
indigent persons who are to be provided for out of that portion of his goods wherewi th you 

41 are entrusted. 

This is " the more excellent way" of salvation and the way the first Methodists of Oxford followed. 

As for Wesley, identifying oneself with the poor is clearly related to the spiritual humility. "A faithful 

3
il Wesley, "Upon Our Lord 's Sermon on the Mount, VIII (1748)," Sermons 1:630 (Works 1 ). 

39 Wesley, "The Danger of Riches (1 781 )," Sermons III :239 (Works 3). 
40 Wesley, "The Danger of Increasing Riches (1 790)," Sermons IY :184 (Works 4). 
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and wise steward," now, means one who love others, especially the poor, whom God loves, because 

God loves them. And the steward loves the poor like himself, because he identifies himself as one of 

them. Considering that Wesley sometimes used the word "poor," figuratively, as "humble,"
42 

which is 

suitable to the Kingdom of God, we can say that the good steward deserves the great rewards from 

God in his Kingdom: 

Beware that you cleave not to the dust! 'This earth is not your place.' See that you use this 
world as not abusing it: use the world, and enjoy God. Sit as loose to all things here below 
as if you was a poor beggar. Be a good steward of the manifold gifts of God, that when you 
are called to give an account of your stewardship he may say, 'Well done, good and faithful 
servant: enter thou into the joy of thy Lord! '

43 

C. The Bad Steward 

Wesley seemed to struggle with some affluent Methodists who do not follow his teaching on 

"evangelical economics," that is, stewardship of God. In 1786, Wesley wrote the death of a rich person 

in his Journal. Wesley is very sorry about his not leaving anything to the poor, so Wesley describes 

him as an "unwise steward."44 

Furthermore, as for Wesley, consumption or needless expense is simply the robbery of the poor: 

... the more you lay out on your own apparel, the less you have left to clothe the naked, to 
feed the hungry, to lodge the strangers, to relieve those that are sick and in prison, and to 
lessen the numberless afflictions to which we are exposed in this vale of tears ... Every 
shilling which you save from your own apparel you may expend in clothing the naked, and 
relieving the various necessities of the poor, whom ye 'have always with you'. therefore 
every shilling which you needlessly spend on your own apparel is in effect stolen from God 
and the poor. .. When you are laying out that money in costly apparel which you could have 
otherwise spared for the poor, you thereby deprive them of what God, the Proprietor of all, 
had lodged in your hands for their use. If so, what you put upon yourself you are, in effect, 
tearing from the back of the naked; as t~e costly and delicate food which you eat, you are 
snatching from the mouth of the hungry.4

-

Wesley's view of what we would call consumerism is strict as a commandment: "Everything about 

thee which costs more than Christian duty required thee to lay out is the blood of the poor. "46 Wesley 

really warns the Methodists not to be the bad stewards, in order that they should not go far from God's 

grace: 

0 that God would enable me once more, before I go hence and am no more seen, to lift up 
my voice like a trumpet to those who gain and save all they can, but do not give all they can. 
Ye are the men, some of the chief men, who continually grieve the Holy Spirit of God, and 
in a great measure stop his gracious influence from descending on our assemblies.47 

4 1 Wesley, "The More Excellent Way (1787)," Sermons 111 :275 (Works 3). 
42 Wesley, "Upon Our Lord's Sermon on the Mount, I (1748)," Sermon 1:477 (Works 1). 
43 Wesley, "On Riches (1788)," Sermons 111:528 (Works 3). 
44 Wesley, Journal & Diaries VI:397 (Works 23). 
45 Wesley, "On Dress (1786)," Sermons 111:254 (Works 3). 
46 Ibid. , p. 255. 
47 Wesley, "Causes of the Inefficacy of Christianity (1789)," Sermons IV:91 (Works 4). 
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D. A Small Practice: Eliminating Tea from the Diet 

Besides special ministries for the poor such as visiting, begging, and aiding, Wesley started a small 

practice, " eliminating tea from the diet," in which everyone could participate in his everyday life. In 

this practice the poor could be helped to save their own resources: 

If they used English herbs in its stead, (which would cost either nothing, or what is next to 

nothing) with the same bread, butter, and milk, they would save just the price of the tea. 

And hereby they might not only lessen their pain, but in some degree their poverty too.48 

One could also save money for the aid of the poor in this practice: 

I will compute this day what I have expended in tea, weekly or yearly. I will immediately 

enter on cheaper food: And whatever is saved hereby, I will put into the poor-box weekly, to 

feed the hungry, and to clothe the naked. 49 

Thus the point of these disciplines was the aid of the poor. In this sense, one can easily imagine 

that fasting, one of ' the means of grace,' which Wesley emphasized continuously, was also make 

possible giving to the poor. 

From the biggest practical discipline to the slightest one, Wesley explained God's love for all 

persons. Everyone has a soul that must be saved, a soul for which Christ died. This theme consists of 

the unforgettable value of all people, but especially of the poor--they have very little or nothing of 

value to call their own, except that they are bought with the blood of Christ. The poor should better 

discern the love of God bestowed upon them because God's love is concerned with even the slightest 

and the least. As I mentioned above, as for Wesley, the word "poor" is interwoven with spiritual 

humility. Wesley seemed to say that the poor are, at large, much humbler that the rich, so that the 

former is far closer to the Kingdom of God than the latter. 

V. A Community of Goods 

A. Background of Wesley's Love for the Poor 

We have seen in Wesley's practical issues that grace and the command of God, that is, God 's love 

for all persons, and knowledge of the reality of the poor's plight stimulated him to a good stewardship 

fo r the poor. 

According to Wesley, God is the sole owner of property: 

' Nay, may I not do what I please with my own?' Here lies the ground of your mistake. It is 

not your own. It cannot be, unless you are Lord of heaven and earth.50 

Can we, now, assume that Wesley was an advocate of denying the principle of private property? 

48 Wesley, " A Letter to a Friend, Concerning Tea," Works (J) 11:505. 
49 Ibid. p. 506. 
50 Wesley, 11 The Danger of Increasing Riches (1790), 11 Sermons IV:186 (Works 4). 



Theodore Jennings argues that the concrete starting point of the plight of the poor leads Wesley to 

deny the principle of private property.51 So, was Wesley a radical socialist? Actually, the early 

Methodists was often charged that they promoted the notion of Christian communism--"the 

community of goods."52 

Wesley's main concern did not look like economical issues on the principle of private property but 

like ministerial issues on Christian life. That is to say, Wesley's love for the poor was based, on the 

one hand, on the real plight of the poor he visited, on the other hand, on God's command to love. 

Wesley saw that the plight of the poor of England was the problem of Methodist society, a large part 

of which were poor. To solve the problem of poverty in the church he needed the model of community, 

to which all church members, even the poor or the rich, could follow. 

Knowing that from his early period Wesley's spiritual concern made him interested in the early 

church, we can assume that the Pentecostal community of goods in the early church could be a good 

model for his concern. Actually, Wesley's interest in a community of goods, says John Walsh, started 

from the study of the early church. And in the late seventeenth century the Church of England 

produced a remarkable study on "Christian primitivism" which quietly incited its ministers and 

theologians to join in a variety of religious societies, and affected many aspects of their lives. 53 When 

"a knowledge of early Christian thought" permeated into the parish priests and devout laymen, 

Wesley's concern was surely affected by this atmosphere. 

To understand the background of Wesley's love for the poor, therefore, we are to search for 

Wesley's interest in primitive Christian purity. Wesley said about his early life: "From a child I was 

taught to love and reverence the Scripture, the oracles of God, and, next to these, to esteem the 

primitive Fathers, the writers of the three first centuries."54 At Oxford, the Holy Club was formed 

mainly by a claiming of recovery of "the lost purity of the early church," so that Mrs. Mary Pendarves, 

one of Wesley's lady friends, gave the nickname of 'Primitive Christianity' not to the club, but to 

Wesley. 55 

B. Primitive Christianity 

In one of his sermons, Wesley describes 'Primitive Christianity' as mentioned in Acts: 

In order clearly to see how they were already saved we need only observe the short account 
of them which is recorded in the latter part of the second and in the fourth chapter. 'They 
continued steadfastly in the apostles' doctrine, and in the fellowship, and in the breaking of 
bread, and in the prayers: ' that is, they were daily taught by the apostles, and had all things 
common, and received the Lord's Supper, and attended all the public service. 'And all that 
believed were together, and had all things common; and sold their possessions, and parted 
them to all men, as every man had need.' And again: 'The multitude of them that believed ' 

' now greatly increased, 'were of one heart and of one soul. Neither said any of them that 
ought of the things which he possessed was his own, but they had all things common.' And 

51 
Theodore W. Jennings, Jr. , "Wesley's Preferential Option for the poor," Quarterly Review (Fall 1989) p . 20. 

52 
John Walsh, "John Wesley and the Community of goods,' Protestant Evangelicalism: Britain, Ireland Germany and 

"~ A~erica c.1750-c.1950, ed. by Keith Robbins (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1990), p. 25. ' 
· · Ibid., p. 28. 
54 Wesley, "Farther Thoughts on Separation from the Church," Works (J) 13:272. 
'iS 
-- Wesley, "To Mrs. Mary Pendarves," Letters 1:246, note 2 (Works 25). 
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yet again: 'Great grace was upon them all; neither was there any among them that lacked. 

For as many as were possessors of lands or houses sold them, and brought the price of the 

things that were sold, and laid them at the apostles' feet. And distribution was made unto 

every man according as he had need.' 
But here a question will naturally occur. How came they to act thus, to have all things in 

common, seeing we do not read of any positive command to do this? I answer, there needed 

no outward command: the command was written on their hearts. It naturally and necessarily 

resulted from the degree of love which they enjoyed. Observe! 'They were of one heart and 

one soul: and not so much as one' (so the words run) 'said' (they could not, while their 

hearts so overflowed with love) 'that any of the things which he possessed was his own. ' 

And wheresoever the same cause shall prevail the same effect will naturally follow. 56 

Wesley seemed to mean this kind of Pentecostal community of goods, when he said about 

' Primitive Christianity.' In the authentic sense, according to Wesley, Church is a community of goods, 

for it is directed by the Holy Spirit. 

When Wesley went Georgia, he wanted to find the possibility of his vision of a community of 

goods among the Indians: 

The same faithfulness I hope to show through his grace in dispensing the rest of my 

Master 's goods, if it please him to send me to those who, like his first followers, had all 

things in common. What a guard is here against that root of evil, the love of money, and all 

the vile attractions that spring from it! One in this glorious state, and perhaps none but he, 

may see the height and depth of that privilege of the first Christians, as poor, yet making 

many rich, as having nothing, yet possessing all things. 57 

When Wesley described the Methodist Revival as a model of God's design for "the general spread 

of the Gospel," he showed his hope that Methodism would be a community of goods: 

The natural, necessary consequence of this will be the same as it was in the beginning of the 

Christian church. 'None of them will say that ought of the things which he possess is his 

own, but they will have all things common. Neither will there be any among them that want; 

for as many as are possessed of lands or houses will sell them, and distribution will be made 

to every man, according as he has need. '58 

For Wesley, holiness, which is to "love God and others," means the imitation of the Pentecostal 

community of goods. Wesley surely knew that this community of goods was practiced by the working 

of the Holy Spirit: 

And if the whole Christian Church had continued in this spirit, this usage must have 

continued through all ages. To affirm, therefore, that Christ did not design it should 

continue, is neither more nor less than to affirm that Christ did design this measure of love 

should continue. I see no proof of this. 59 

Wesley pointed out the relation between grace, which is the work of the Spirit, and a community of 

goods: 

And it was the immediate, necessary consequence of it; yea, and must be, to the end of the 

56 Wesley, "Th Mystery of Iniquity (1783)," Sermons 11:454-5 (Works 2). 
57 Wesley, "To the Rev. John Burton," Letters 1:441 (Works 25). 
58 Wesley, "The General Spread of the Gospel (1783)," Sermons 11 :494 (Works 2). 
59 John Lawson, Selections from John Wesley 's ' Notes on the New Testament: ' Systematically arranged with 

explanatory comments (London: The Epworth Press, 1955), p. 202. 



world. In all ages and nations the same cause, the same degree of grace, could not but, in 

like circumstances, produce the same effect. 
60 

C. Wesley's change (tension?) 

How can we realize 'Primitive Christianity' on earth? The answer seemed to change through 

Wesley's life time. According to Walsh, from the Oxford Methodist to the last decade of his life, 

Wesley kept open the possibilities of demonstrating "Primitive Christianity," but in his late years he 

was claimed to change his mind by a new situation: "The main cause was the effects of 

industrialization, which was beginning to raise incomes in some of the trades in which Methodism was 

strong! y represented. "61 

We know that old Wesley saw affluence spreading in the Methodist societies. This wealth came 

from the selected adoption of his axioms: 

They gain all they can, honestly and conscientiously. They save all they can, by cutting off 
needless expense, by adding frugality to diligence. And so far is right. This is the duty of 
everyone that fears God. But they do not give all they can. 

62 

Wesley did not want to give up his hope for the revival of "the Pentecostal community of goods in 

Acts." That is, Wesley was looking forward to the realization of a community of goods in his societies. 

As he got older, however, he found the wealth which he hated had found its way into his societies. 

Wesley used two kinds categories of Christians, in his late sermon, "The More Excellent Way 

(1787):" 

The one lived an innocent life, conforming in all things not sinful to the customs and 
fashions of the world, doing many good works, abstaining from gross evils, and attending 
the ordinances of God. They endeavoured in general to have a conscience void of offence in 
their outward behavior, but did not aim at any particular strictness, being in most things like 
their neighbours. The other sort of Christians not only abstained from all appearance of evil, 
were zealous of good works in every kind, and attended all the ordinances of God.63 

The definition of "the lower order of Christians" reminds us of some rich people who would not 

get on the right way of Christian economical ethics. According to Wesley, these people often give a lot 

of money, even a tenth or one-eighth of their income, to the poor, but they have much room for "the 

more excellent way," that is, the identification of themselves as the poor.64 Wesley approves that the 

lower order of Christians will not go to hell, but take low place in heaven.65 Richard Heitzenrater 

gives us a clue of Wesley's tension and balance between the rich and the poor: 

60 Ibid. 

Wesley was an educated upper-class Oxford don who spent most of his life working among 
the poor and disadvantaged. This paradoxical life-style left its mark on the character if many 

61 Walsh, pp. 47-8. 
62 Wesley, "The Wisdom of God's Counsels (1784)," Sermons 11:561 (Works 2). 
63 Wesley, "The More Excellent Way (1787), Sermons 111:265 (Works 3). 
64 Ibid. , p. 275. 
65 Ibid., p. 266: It is quite big change of Wesley's attitude to "the unfaithful steward." In his forties , Wesley said " You 

have gained riches, and hell -fire. " See " Upon Our Lord ' s Sermon on the Mount, VIII (1 748)" Sermon 1:620 (works 
1 ). 
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of his activities. He was a champion of the poor, yet a defender of the political 

establishment that had caused many of their problems. 66 

Wesley openly damned being rich, on the one hand. On the other hand, he encouraged some rich 

people who are in " the lower order of Christians," to aspire to " the more excellent ways." Old Wesley 

had experienced the ministry for almost sixty years, and he could not stop at the damnation of the rich . 

Rich Christians, Wesley thinks, were also members of the societies and should be members of a 

community of goods. So, he stimulated the rich to lay up their treasures on heaven, to help the poor, 

and to love their neighbors. I think Wesley knew that a community of goods is not only for the poor, 

but also for the rich. But the rich needed to repent as a passing ceremony for taking part in this 

community. Wesley, therefore, stimulated all members of his societies, the rich as well as the poor, 

to make up their minds for a community of the Holy Spirit, that is, love. It was important that Wesley's 

solutions for the poor were found, not at the poor themselves, but in the relationship between the rich 

and the poor. 

VI. Conclusion 

What were Wesley's activities for the poor? Wesley's ministry with the poor varied from activities 

like visiting them, begging for them, providing medical care, and loaning money, to finding jobs. Such 

methods were very practical. But attending to the material needs of the poor was not the limit of 

Wesley's ministry. He was also interested in explaining the causes of the poor to the Christians through 

his activities. Wesley emphasized that poverty did not come from God's curse but from unemployment. 

Why was Wesley working with the poor? Wesley's ministry with the poor was based on God's love for 

all people. God loved us so much that he sent Jesus to us. We should, therefore, love others as Jesus 

did. That is to say, we should be stewards for God and for the poor. This is a commitment for us from 

God. Wesley's preferential option for the poor was not a just catch phrase but a practical issue which 

was also motivated from the knowledge of the plight of the poor. 

By the way, Wesley's work did not end with ministering the poor. In the Methodist societies, there 

were the rich as well as the poor. So, works with the poor should march together with works with the 

rich. Especially, for the rich, he emphasized that they should give all that they could. Otherwise, they 

could not avoid God's damnation. 

Did Wesley keep his attitude to the rich for all his life? In my observation, in the last phase of his 

life , he still preached against the surplus affluence which he saw spreading among his societies, on the 

one hand. On the other hand, he preached that the rich, who were in " the lower order," could be saved 

by God. Why did Wesley change his attitude to the rich? In my opinion, the reason was that Wesley 's 

solution for distributing wealth was making a community of goods like Primitive Christianity. This 

community should consist of the rich as well as the poor. After all, the community of goods, w hich the 

66 Heitzenrater, The Elusive Mr. Wesley: John Wesley His Own Biographer, Two Vols. (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 
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church should be, should be based on "God's love for all persons." To make this community the rich 

should give up their priorities more than those of the poor. 

In 1867, seventy-six years after John Wesley died, in London, where Wesley started the Methodist 

movement, Karl Marx wrote his Das Kapital. Both were interested in a community of goods. In 

comparison to Marx, Wesley did not look like a socialist. Wesley knew that a community of goods 

could not be realized by militant upheavals, but only by the power of the Holy Spirit. Wesley also 

knew that the rich were not objects to be abolished but the objects that should be embraced as 

neighbors by God's love. 

What could Wesley say about Korean churches' concept of blessing? We can hear him, "Give all 

you can," and "Lay up your treasures not on earth but upon heaven." I hope those voices will be 

empowered so that the rich of Korean churches would turn their concerns to the poor and take up the 

burden of voluntarily suffering with the poor. In this sense, the poor are much closer to the kingdom of 

God than the rich. 

Now Korean churches should face the ordeal in overcoming the national economic crisis. It is hard 

to deny that this crisis originated partly from false economical ethics that, without thinking of where 

their wealth came from, the rich are blessed by God. So, it is true that many rich Christians of Korea 

have been involved in the political, economical, and social scandals. It is time for Korean Christians to 

acknowledge that we are really poor, and to start building up a new evangelical economics: "Gain all 

you can. Save all you can. And Give all you can." 

1984), 1:28-9. 
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Pietism's Impact on Wesley 

Prof. Scott Kisker, Ph.D. 

Wesleyan Theological University 

Introduction 

Wesley studies has seen a senes of books and articles attempting to uncover the "real" John 

Wesley and the real roots of the Wesleyan Methodist revival. Scholars have examined Wesley in 

light of his High Church Anglicanism, his Biblicism, his Puritan roots, and his connections to Eastern 

Orthodoxy, through the motif of primitive Christianity. The roots of revival have been located in 

John Wesley ' s personality, his theology and in the social situation of early-eighteenth century England. 

However, English-speaking scholarship has tended to ignore the importance of Pietism for clarifying 

both the character of John Wesley and the revival movement he led. 1 

In contrast, European scholarship has taken Pietist connections more seriously, and generally 

assumed that Methodism is a continuation of the continental movement. Continental scholarly 

interest in the British revival is found almost exclusively among scholars of Pietism. Martin 

Schmidt's John Wesley: A Theological Biography (1962 English edition) highlights Wesley's personal 

and theological relationships with continental Pietism. The two volume Geschicte des Pietismus 

(1995) begins with Puritanism and ends with Methodism, both English movements. British scholar 

W. R. Ward traces the roots of England ' s revival into the soil of continental religious persecution and 

Pietism.2 This paper will argue that Pietism is the key category for understanding the theology and 

piety of John Wesley. It will also locate Methodism within Pietism as part of a cross-confessional 

movement that profoundly shaped the character of global Christianity. 

1 Exceptions are notable: Arthur Nagler, Pietism and Methodism (1 918); Franz Hildebrandt, From Luther to Wesley 

(1951); and Clifford W. Towlson, Moravian and Methodist (1 957). 
2 W. R. Ward, The Protestant Evangelical Awakening (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998) 
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What is Pietism? 

"Pietism" is often dated to the publication of Phillip Jacob Spener's Pia Desideria ("Pious 

Wishes ") in 1674. Spener was a Lutheran pastor concerned with the spiritual renewal of the German 

State Church. This work was originally written as a preface for a new printing of Johann Arndt's True 

Christianity (published in 1606), which is itself sometimes cited as the beginning of Lutheran Pietism 

for its claim that theological orthodoxy is insufficient to produce a truly Christian life. It was Pia 

Desideria however that gave birth to a movement within the German Lutheran church that gave 
' ' 

"Pietism" its name. The work served as a manifesto around which Lutheran pastors and laity were 

drawn into small groups for spiritual encouragement (col/egiae pietatis). 

Though receiving its name in a German Lutheran context, Pietism, as a way of understanding what 

it means to be Christian, crosses confessional lines. Very similar movements, all of which this paper 

labels "Pietism," arose almost simultaneously in Reformed, Lutheran, and Anglican contexts after the 

wars of the early seventeenth century. Pietism spread not through theological systems and confessions, 

but through literary works of practical piety, small devotional groups, human contact, and, ultimately, 

the experience of divine contact. Its tendency to distinguish between theological "fundamentals" and 

''opinions" enabled it to move and multiply across confessional and political borders. Pietists have 

never restricted fellowship across confessional lines. This contributed strongly to the spread and 

connectedness of awakening movements across all confessions in Europe and even America. 3 

Pietism, in this way of thinking, is collection of theological emphases, yet it is not doctrinal. 

Pietism 's main theological opponents were usually the "orthodox" parties, who defined Christianity 

doctrinally within various confessions. Pietistic forms of Christianity are affective, appealing to the 

affections as the key to conforming to the image of Christ. They are conversionist, insisting on the 

necessity of the new birth. They are progressive, looking for transformation in the believer and 

increase of good works. They are irenic, insisting on the relative importance of lived piety over 

doctrines deemed not essential to salvation. Timothy Weber has written that Pietists "can fight over 

theology; but they are basically religious pragmatists who stress conversions and holy living, and 

promote revivals, social reform, and ' higher life. '"4 

Theologically, Pietism bridges the radical and magisterial reformations. Its insistence on professed 

faith and emphasis on sanctification is radical, while its acceptance of the state' s role in religion and 

unwillingness to be schismatic is typical of the magisterial churches. It combines Protestant and 

Catholic emphases. The emphasis on justification and new birth as an experience subsequent to 

baptism marks it as more congenial to Protestantism. However, the emphasis on perfection is in many 

1 
F. Ern~st S~o~ffler, The .Ris~ of Evangelical Pietis"! (~iden : E. J. Brill, 1965), 23. "Where the possibi lity existed to 

remain within th~ ~erntonal ~hur~hes the earl y P1et1sts were content to do so, where separation became necessary 

they accepted willingly the inevitable loss of stature or persecution." Often confess ional differences were less 

i1:1p?rtant than Pietist ~ommona lit ies. The 19?8 union of the Evangelical United Brethren (which was a union of 

P1et1st groups, rooted m Reformed, Anabaptist, and Lutheran traditions) with the Methodist Church (rooted · 
. ) . m 

Anglicanism is one example. 
4 Timothy Weber, "Premillennialism and the Branches of Evangelicalism" in Donald Dayton and Robert Johnson ed 

The Variety of A merican Evangelicalism (Downers Grove, Ill : lnterVarsity Press, 1991), 13. ' s. 
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ways closer to a Roman Catholic view of the Christian life. This diversity of influences, plus Pietists ' 

locations in their particular confessions, has produced an almost limitless variety in doctrine and 

polity. 

The impact of Pietism, so defined, has been huge. In his introduction to Geschichte des Pietismus, 

Martin Brecht calls Pietism "the most important piety movement in Protestantism since the 

Reformation and as such primarily a religious phenomenon."5 Stanley Grenz has analyzed the 

coalition of religious sects and parties encompassed in the contemporary term "evangelical," and 

defined it largely in Pietist categories.6 Others have seen Pietism, as opposed to confessionalism or 

liberalism, as the primary theological force behind movements like Pentecostalism and Charismatic 

renewal.7 Most important for this paper, several streams of Pietism came together in the eighteenth 

century to form the theology and experience of John Wesley and the movement he oversaw. 

The Religious Societies Movement 

The meeting place for nearly all of the Pietist streams that influenced Wesley was the Religious 

Societies movement. This was a form of Pietism that developed within the Anglican Church two 

generations before John Wesley, at roughly the same time the term "Pietism" coined in Germany. In 

1678 Anthony Horneck (1641-1697), preacher at the Savoy Chapel in London, began actively to 

encourage the piety of some of the young men, who had been awakened by his preaching, by 

organizing them into small groups, called Religious Societies. 

Josiah Woodward, in his Account of the Rise and Progress of the Religious Societies in the City of 

London (which Horneck read and approved of before he died)8 wrote in 1698: 

It is now about twenty years ago, that several young men of the Church of England, in the 

cities of London and Westminster, were about the same time touch 'd with a very affecting 

sense of their sins, and began to apply themselves, in a very serious manner, to religious 

thoughts and purposes.9 

These young men sought out Horneck for spiritual direction. "The benefit of Dr. Horneck's 

awakening sermons, and the morning lectures on the Lord's Day in Cornhill, preach ' d by Mr. Smithies, 

(chiefly for the instruction of youth) having occasion' d much of this happy work upon the spirits of 

5 Brecht, Geschichte des Pietismus, 1. "Der Pietismus ist die bedeutendeste Frommigkeitsbeweguhng des 

Protestantismus nach der Reformation und als solche primar ein religioses Phanomen." 
6 Stanley Grenz, Revisioning Evangelical Theology: A Fresh Agenda for the Twenty-first Century (Downers Grove: 

InterYarsity Press, 1993), 30-35. "Fundamentally, I believe, the evangelical understanding of what it means to be 

Christian focuses on a distinctive spirituality." 
7 Donald Dayton, "The Limits of Evangelicalism: The Pentecostal Tradition," in Dayton and Johnson, The Variety of 

American Evangelicalism, 48-51. 
8 Josiah Woodward, An Account of the Rise and Progress of the Religious Societies in the City of London , (London, RA 

Simpson, 1698) p. 17. The late Reverend Dr. Horneck (who had a very perfect knowledge of them, and indeed 

was an eminent friend, or rather Father, to them from their first rise to the day of his death) in a discourse I had with 

him a little before his decease, was pleased to give his public testimony to [this history of the Societies] , that it was 

a very faithful and modest account of the whole matter. 
9 Ibid. , p. 31. 
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these young men; they did apply themselves to these divines for direction."
10 

It is not clear where Horneck got the idea for the societies. Such institutions were not uncommon 

in other parts of Europe where Pietist ideas were taking root. Horneck was born and raised in the 

Reformed Church in the German Palatinate (perhaps the most significant context for developing 

Pietism). He had immigrated to England after the English Civil War - shortly before the Act of 

Uniformity. Having studied at Heidelberg and Leiden, (also centers of developing Pietist thought) he 

made his way to Oxford. There he became a committed Anglican, in terms of his primitivism and his 

religious practice, and was ordained priest in the Anglican Church. 

Before taking the position at the Savoy chapel in 1671, Horneck had spent 1669-1671 traveling 

through Holland and Germany. He would almost certainly have come in contact with the idea of 

groups for encouraging piety. Theodor Unterreyck, the main source of German Reformed Pietism, 

had begun housegroups/conventicles in Mtihlheim an der Ruhr in 1665 after the pattern then common 

in the Netherlands. Spener had begun such groups in Frankfurt in 1670.11 Like Spener's collegiae, the 

Religious Societies Horneck oversaw were within the established church and under the supervision of 

its clergy. 

The Religious Societies prefigured much of Wesley's piety and organization. Horneck provided 

the societies with rules to guide their common life. The introduction to the rules of the societies, as 

published by Woodward, read, "That the sole design of this society being to promote real holiness of 

heart and life: it is absolutely necessary that the persons who enter into it, do seriously resolve to 

apply themselves in good earnest to all means proper to make them wise unto salvation."12 The third 

rule stated: 

That the members of this Society shall meet together one evening in the week at a 

convenient Place in order to encourage each other in practical holiness, by discoursing on 

spiritual subjects and reading God's Holy Word; and to pray to Almighty God, and praise 

his Na~1e together. And to this assembly any serious person may be admitted, upon 

request. L 

The tenth rule in Woodward 's list is an even more extensive list of behaviors included and 

forbidden by the moral law. It also included "To examine themselves every night, what good or evil 

they have done in the day past."14 

The groups served their spiritual end, both experientially and practically. Woodward testified to 

the effects on those who participated in these societies. "Many others have, in my hearing, praised God 

that ever they were acquainted with these Christian associates: and have owned, that their knowledge 

10 Woodward, Account of the Religious Societies, pp. 34-5. 
11 

Although the book does not appear in the list of Horneck 's personal library, prepared for auction after his death it 

w?uld be surprising if he had not bee.n acquainted with ~ts contents. Bibliotheca Horneciana: A Catalogue of . .. ;he 

Libra?' of Anthony Horneck .. . wah Some M_anuscnf!ts: ~ome ?f His Own Writing (London, 1697). This list 

cont~ins a lar?e .number of works by th.ose considered p1et~st1c Punt~ns, especially Richard Baxter, as well as many 

continental P1et1sts. Oddly, for a native German, there is not a single book written in German. One can only 

conclude that the auction list while impressive, is not complete. 
12 Woodward, Rise and Progress of the Religious Societies, p. 120. 
13 Ibid ., p. 121-122, Rule III. 
14 Woodward, Rise and Progress of the Religious Societies, p. 120. 
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of God, and conversion to him, were occasioned thereby."15 He also related: 

These young men soon found the benefit of their conferences one with another, by which, as 

some of them have told me with joy, they better discovered their own corruptions the 

devil ' s temptations, and how to countermined his subtle devices; as to which each person 

communicated his experiences to the rest. 16 

The Religious Societies were noted for their sacramental piety, consistent with the Anglican 

primitivism that Horneck had imbibed while at Oxford. By the 1680s attendance at the sacrament in 

London began to increase, perhaps due to the stress laid upon it in the societies.17 At the Savoy 

Chapel, where Horneck preached, "so great was the number [of communicants], that there was need of 

great help of Clergymen to assist in the delivering the Bread and Wine; and with such assistance it was 

very late before the Congregation could be dismissed." 18 

There was a partial collapse of the societies during the reign of James II due to persecution. 

However, by the time of Horneck's death in 1697, at least fifteen societies were meeting weekly in 

London and Westminster. 19 Their membership ranged from ten to forty-nine people, and, as 

historian G. V. Portus noted, they were "men following distinctly manual trades."20 During Queen 

Anne's reign the influence of the Religious Societies initially expanded, and then contracted towards 

the end of her reign.21 However, even with such ebbs and flows, Thomas Bray wrote in 1718, that 

there were thirty such groups meeting in the London area, more than double the number of groups in 

1694.22 

Growth in the number of groups occurred in a variety of ways. Priests or laymen who had come 

into contact with them in London organized new Religious Societies in some parishes. 23 The 

publication of Woodward's Account of the Societies in 1698 was also a significant factor in their 

spread. Woodward commented as early as 1701 that 

since the first Edition of this Account, I have understood in my conversation with many 

Divines in and about this City, and by letters from the remotest Parts of the land (from 

persons whose faces I never saw, into whose Hands this Account had fall ' n) that the piety of 

15 Woodward, Rise and Progress of the Religious Societies, p. 117. 
16 Woodward, Rise and Progress of the Religious Societies, p. 138. See also John S. Simon, John Wesley and the 

Religious Societies. 2nd ed. (London: Epworth Press, 1955), p. 15. 
17 John Spurr, "Anglican Apologetic and the Restoration of the Church," (D.Phil. Thesis, University of Oxford, 1985) 

pp. 236-242 in Brunner, Halle Pietists in England, p. 18. 
18 Ibid., pp. 9-10. 
19 These were listed in The Names, Places of Abode, Employmnts., and Occupations of the several Societies in and 

about the Cities of London and Westminster Belonging to the Church of England, which was published in 1694. 

Each society met weekly, six of them on Sunday nights and the rest on weekday evenings. Only one society met 

in a church - in the vestry of St. Alban's Wood Street every Sunday evening. The rest gathered either in private 

homes or in taverns. One met at "The Duke's Head." Another met "behind the 3 Flower de Luces." The Names, 

Places of Abode, Employmnts., and Occupations of the several Societies in and about the Cities of London and 

Westminster Belonging to the church of England, 1694 (Bodleian, MS. Rawl. D. 141, k. 515, p. 1. 
20 Portus, Caritas Anglicana, p. 21. 
21 Brunner, Halle Pietists in England, p. 22. 
22 Thomas Bray, Letter to Archbishop Wake, Aldgate, 21 March 1718 (ChCh, Wake Mss 15: 182-193) in Brunner, 

Halle Pietists in England, p. 22. 
23 A society was established at Romney, Kent in 1690 and eventually published its own hymnal entitled The Christian 

Sacrifice of Praises. Woodward, Account of the Rise and Progress, p. 41. See also, Portus, Caritas Anglicana, p. 

17. The reference for the hymnbook is The Christian Sacrifice of Praises ... for the use of the Religious Society 

of Romney (London: W. Pearson and John Wyat, 1724). 
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many persons, especially of the younger sort, has been evidently enlivened thereby; and that 
. . . 24 

it had been read by many of them with a very surpnsrng JOY· 

In other cases, pre-existing groups adopted the format of the Religious Societies and thereby 

25 
became part of the movement. 

The Epworth Rectory 

Most important for John Wesley was the spread of the Religious Societies movement to Epworth. 

Samuel Wesley (1666-1735), the father of John and Charles, was rector in the Parish of Epworth on 

the Isle of Axholm in Lincolnshire. As a strong Tory Anglican, with a Puritan heritage of a pietistic 

character, it is not surprising that he gradually came into the orbit of the Religious Societies and their 

related organizations. 

After the Glorious Revolution, the Religious Societies movement had begun to spawn other 

organizations with specifically philanthropic agendas. In 1691 they were instrumental in the rise of 

the Societies for the Reformation of Manners, in 1699 of the S.P.C.K., and in 1701 of the Society for 

the Propagation of the Gospel (S.P.G.). 26 As Daniel L. Brunner wrote, 

Behind the activism of the S.P.G., the S.P.C.K., and the Societies for the Reformation of 
Manners lay the fervent spirituality of associations like those of Horneck and Woodward, in 
which an introspective, quasi-Puritan concern for the personal safety of the individual soul 
blended with the liturgical devotion of the Restoration Church. 27 

Samuel Wesley had entered Stepney Academy about the time "Dr. Anthony Horneck was at the 

height of his useful popularity."
28 

In 1698 he preached a sermon before the Society for the 

Reformation of Manners, which became his first publication. The next year, he published Pious 

Communicant Rightly Prepared. The work included an appendix on the Religious Societies, which he 

defended as aids not only to their members but also to clergy in large parishes. In 1701 he became a 

correspondent for the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge (S.P.C.K.). 

Though not a part of its official charter, the SPCK functioned as a kind of central clearinghouse 

and parent organization for the various local Religious Societies, promoting them and connecting them 

with related movements on the continent.
29 

In June or July 1700, the S.P.C.K. appointed a committee 

24 Woodward, Account of the Societies for the Reformation of Manners, p. 18. 
25 Woodward, Account of the Societies for the Reformation of Manners, p. 19. 
26 Edmund McClure, ed. A Chapter in English Church History, being the Minutes of the Society for Promoting 

Christian Kn?wledge for the ~ears 1698-170.4 toget~e~ with Abstracts of Correspondents ' Letters During Part of 
the same Perwd (London: Society for Promoting Chnstian Knowledge, 1888) pp. iii -iv. 

27 Brunner, Halle Pietists in England, p. 71. 
2~ L. Tyerman, The Life and Times of the Rev. Samuel Wesley, M.A ., Rector of Epworth (London: Simpkin, Marshall & 

Co., 1866) p. 213. It was during this time that Samuel converted to Anglicanism. 
29 "Another outcome of the more strictly religious movement was the society for Promoting Christian Knowledge 

established in 1698-9. As a central link between the local societies, it even managed to keep in touch with 
continental pietism. Its own direct mission was the religious education of the English masses, then almost 
incredibly ignorant; and the "propagation" of Christianity " in the ' plantations '." See, Clarke, A Life of Gilbert 
Burnet, p. 377. 
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to inspect the proceedings of the Religious Societies. As the Religious Societies began to establish 

charity schools, the connection between them and the S.P.C.K. grew stronger. Eventually, the 

S.P.C.K. even began inspecting the orders of the various societies. The S.P.C.K. also began to 

distribute Woodward's Abstract of Orders for a Religious Society among their correspondents 

throughout country. At its March 3, 1700-01 meeting, the S.P.C.K. noted, "Col. Colchester reported 

from the Committee that they had drawn up a list of books which, as they did conceive, were 

necessary to be sent to the correspondents." Among the books to be distributed were "Dr. 

Woodward's Book and an abridgement thereof' and "the Account of Societies, in Eng. and French."30 

Evidently one of these (most likely the first) was Woodward'sAccount of the Rise and Progress of the 

Religious Societies. 

The Religious Societies were never called "Pietists" but they understood themselves as related 

31 
movements. Woodward published a book in 1705 with abstracts of letters from around the world 

telling of similar movements. August Hermann Francke (1663-1727), Spener's successor as the leader 

of German Pietism was an S.P.C.K. correspondent. He wrote to encourage the work in England. 

Woodward's abstract of his letter read: 

From Germany we have the following account from Dr. Frank, Divinity Professor in the 

City of Hall in Saxony, Jan 21 , 1700, who writes thus to some persons in this place: The 

eminent success of your undertakings hath been made known in Germany by the reverend 

Dr. Jablonski, Chaplain to the newly crowned King of Prussis, who hath translated the 

Account of the Societies out of English into the German language. Nor hath this 

Gentleman's labors in it proved unsuccessful: for besides the good it hath done to the souls 

of many particular persons, who have been awakened thereby to a greater concern for their 

spiritual edification, it hath had a particular good effect at Norenburgh, in that it hath 

mightily put forward and encouraged a society, consisting of a great number of citizens, 

who had some time before began to meet at each others houses upon a religious account 

and from a sincere desire of the truth; a very worthy person hath, by the request of them all, 
. d & 32 acquainte me, c. 

Along with what was happening at Nuremberg, Francke reported that societies existed at Augsburg, 

Ratisbon, and Schaffhausen. Francke concluded, 'I look upon these things as comfortable signs that 

the Spirit of God is now about a great work to put a new face on the whole Christian Church.33 Both 

he and Woodward viewed the "rise and progress of the religious societies" as part of an international 

renewal. 

Samuel Wesley was part of this renewal. The minutes of S.P.C.K. for June 30, 1701, recorded, "a 

30 McClure, A Chapter in English Church History, p. 121, 12ln. 
31 In the late seventeenth-century the term "Pietist" had barely entered the English vocabulary, and was generally 

associated with its more radical manifestations such as Quakers and Philadelphians. In his 1697 The Snake in the 

Grass, the non-juror Charles Leslie mentioned a sect from Germany called Pietists which had been in London and 

whose members were friendly with Quakers. See Charles Leslie, The Snake in the Grass, 2nd ed. (London, 1697), p. 

185. This group, it turns out, was connected to the original conventicle formed by Spener in Frankfurt. Once 

Spener opened the group to the entire church, these members separated from Spener 's leadership. During one of 

William Penn 's recruiting tours for his colony, some expressed a desire to go to Pennsylvania and ended up in 

London.See Johannes Wallmann, Phillip Jakob Spener und die Angfdnge des Pietismus, (Tlibingen, 1970) pp. 

253-282. 
32 Josiah Woodward, An Account of the Progress of the Reformation of Manners in England Scotland, and Ireland, and 

other parts of Europe and America. With some reasons and plain directions for our hearty and vigorous 

prosecution of this Glorious Work. (London, 1705) p. 5. 
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letter read from Mr. Wesley,34 which was actually two letters. The abstract of the one dated June 16, 

1701, Wesley "says that he has been laboring ten years to carry on the business of reformation, & the 

greatest part of last year in a small society for promoting Christian Knowledge, with very little 

success; but hopes he shall not despond."35 Wesley "complains that he stands alone in this great 

work; ... and begs the prayers, advice, and continual correspondence of the society, which, he says, is 

the greatest comfort he has in this world." The other Wesley letter, written six days earlier, on June 

10, 1701, was a request for several of the works in a list sent to him by the society including "Dr. W's 

acct of the Religious Societies."36 

On April 16, 1702, Samuel Wesley was present at the S.P.C.K. meeting as a correspondent. 

There "Mr. Wesley' s account of the Religious society at Epworth was read, for which the Society gave 

him their thanks."37 The society Wesley established at Epworth began with eight members of the 

choir, "the most sensible and well dispos' d persons."38 The purpose of the group was "First to pray 

to God; Secondly, to read the Holy Scriptures, and discourse upon Religious matters for their mutual 

edification; and thirdly, to deliberate about the edification of our neighbor, and the promoting of it."39 

The society at Epworth grew, and rules similar to those suggested by Woodward were adopted. 

Along with their weekly meeting, members attended the Lord's Supper every month, and were 

encouraged to give both money and time to charitable works. The group also resolved to set up a 

charity school, "to go a great way towards securing the two generations."40 Several smaller societies 

formed in the surrounding area. Growth in the number of societies was partly due to a rule, instituted 

by Samuel Wesley, limiting society membership to no more than twelve, a modification John Wesley 

would adopt in his class meeting structure. 

Halle Pietism 

German Pietism's interest in England had begun before correspondence with the S.P.C.K. was 

established. In 1691, Spener was beginning to pack the University of Halle with Pietists, and 

Francke was called to be pastor in Glaucha, a poor suburb of Halle, as well as the professor of Greek 

and Oriental Languages at the University. At Halle, Franke continued the work of renewal and began 

to establish several Pietist institutions including an orphanage and a school. He was also active in 

~: Woodward, An Acco~nt of t~e Progress, ~· 9. Also see Simon, John Wesley and the Religious Societies, p. 26. 

· McClure, A Chapter zn English Church History, p. 140; [ A.C. 317 and 321 ]. 
35 Ibid., p. 343. 
36 Ibid., p. 345. 
37 

Ibid., p. 177-178. The SPCK afterwards printed and distributed this Samuel Wesley's account of the Religious 

Society at Epworth. 
38 

Samuel Wesley, "An Account of the Religious Society begun in Epworth in the Isle of Axholm, Lincolnshire Feb. 1 

An .. Dom. 1701-2,'~ as quo~e~ in W. 0. B. Allen and Edmund McClure, Two Hundred Years: The Histo; of th; 

Society for Promoting Chnstzan Knowledge, 1698-1898 (London: SPCK, 1898) pp. 87-88; also quoted in Richard 

19 
" Heitzenrater, "John We~le.y and th~ Oxford M~thodists," (P.h.D. dissertation, Duke University) p. 20. 

· An Account of the Religious Society begun m Epworth m the Isle of Axholm, Lincolnshire, Feb. 1 A D , n. om. 
1701-2," in Allen and McClure, Two Hundred Years, pp. 89-93. 

40 Portus, Caritas Anglicana, pp. 128-9. 



foreign mission work. His belief in the need for a world witness to Christianity (of a particularly 

Pietist variety) motivated him to cross-political and confessional boundaries. "His ecumenism grew 

out of "his endeavor to reform the world by transforming individuals."41 

Francke 's entry into England was through Heinrich W. Ludolf (1655-1712) former secretary to 

Prince George of Denmark, the husband of (then) Princess Anne. After a serious illness Ludolf 

resigned to devote his life to the propagation of a pan-confessional "Universal Church." He became 

an ardent follower of Francke 's version of inward Christianity. His missionary endeavors took him 

to Russia in the early 1690s and to the Levant later that same decade. From this developed his 

appreciation for Eastern Orthodoxy. His Russian Grammar was published at Oxford in 1696. 

Ludolf's relationships in England were wide. Through Ludolf, S.P.C.K. and Halle representatives 

met only two months after the S.P.C.K. 's founding. Francke, as we have seen, became a 

corresponding member. 

Ludolf was also responsible for getting Wilhelm Boehm (1673-1722), a student of Francke 's at 

Halle, made court preacher in Prince George 's royal chapel. Boehm translated into English and 

published an account of Francke ' s work in Halle called Pietatis Hallensis, which included a 

twenty-five page history of Pietism in which Boehm's "conscious objective was to legitimize Pietism 

by linking it to the Anglican voluntary societies."42 He also translated Francke 's Nicodemus, Arndt 's 

True Christianity, and the letters of the Danish/Halle missionaries Bartholomaus Ziegenbald and 

Heinrich Pliitzschau. 

The letters, used to generate support for the mission among the English, made an impact on the 

Wesleys. In 1706, Samuel even offered his services as a missionary in the East Indies. His wife's, 

Susanna Wesley (1669-1742), concern for the care of the individual souls of her children came to her 

after reading Ziegenbalg' s and Pliitzschau 's account of this mission in Tranquebar in southern India. 43 

She also formed a quasi-religious society in 1712, when she began, during Samuel 's absence, to hold 

meetings in her home where she read from these same missionary accounts. The success of the 

meetings, which reportedly drew 200 parishioners, prompted Samuel ' s curate to charge her with 

forming a ' conventicle. ' 

Oxford Holy Club 

Given their parents connections to the Religious Societies movement and to continental Pietism, it 

is hardly surprising that when the Wesley brothers arrived at Oxford, something reminiscent of them 

would develop. The origin of the Holy Club seems to be with Charles sometime around 1729. That 

year, concerns over orthodoxy in the University had prompted a circular from the Vice-Chancellor and 

Heads of Houses in which tutors were encouraged to explain the Articles of Religion to the students 

41 F. Ernest Stoeffler, German Pietism During the Eighteenth Century (Leiden: Brill, 1973) 35. 
42 Brunner, Halle Pietists in England, 31. 
41 John Wesley, Journal and Diaries JI, p. 285. Reprint of a portion of a letter from Susanna to Samuel, February 6, 
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and recommend reading the Bible and orthodox books. Charles took this quite seriously. In 1785 

he recounted, "I went to the weekly sacrament and persuaded two or three young students to 

accompany me, and to observe the method of study prescribed by the statutes of the University."
44 

John was at this time serving his father as curate. When he returned to Oxford, prompted by the 

same circular he became involved in Charles somewhat informal group, regularized it, and became its 

leader. The original design of the group was to read the classics on weekdays and divinity on Sundays. 

By March 1730 there had developed a regular pattern of meeting on particular days in different 

member's rooms reading "chiefly the Greek New Testament."
45 

Over time a network of Methodists at Oxford, not all under John Wesley's supervision, developed. 

Rack makes clear that the Holy Club at Oxford did not begin similarly, nor follow the exact pattern of 

Horneck's societies. He does admit that "when work by the Oxford Methodists extended to the 

d 46 

townspeople, however, societies more like the old type do seem to have been develope ." 

Heitzenrater sees a closer connection between the two. "There appear therefore to have been several 

groups meeting together with various degrees of proximity to the leadership of John Wesley somewhat 

after the organizational pattern of his father's at Epworth."
47 

The groups at Oxford attracted the attention of Pietists on the continent. Ward reports, 

At a very early stage, certainly by the summer of 1733, the younger Francke [Gotthilf] had 

reviewed reports of what was afoot in Oxford, and the German community in London had 

sent translations of the first defense of that circle in print -- The Oxford Methodists (London, 

1733) - which was to have a longer run in Germany than in England.48 

The interconnections between members of the Oxford Holy Club and continental Pietists would 

prove decisive for Wesley and Methodism. 

Moravians 

The other main group of German Pietists was known as Moravians. Their leader was Count 

Nikolaus Ludwig von Zinzendorf (1700-1760). Zinzendorf was born in Saxony onto a Pietist noble 

family. Spener was his godfather. At the age of ten he was sent to the boarding school in Halle run 

by Francke. He went to university at Wittenberg where he attempted unsuccessfully to reconcile 

Pietism with Lutheran orthodoxy. Then followed a period of foreign travel when he became friends 

with the Jansenist Cardinal Archbishop of Paris, Louis De Noailles, and developed his ecumenical 

1711 / 12. 
44 

Frank Baker, ed., Works of John Wesley, Letters of John Wesley I, (Oxford: Oxford University Press 1980-1981) 

233-239. 
' 

:: " Short History of Methodism" in T~e Works of John Wesley, 3rd.edition, vol. 8 (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1996) 348. 

Henry D. Rack, Reasonable Enthusiast: John Wesley and the Rise of Methodism (Nashville: Abingdon Press 1992) 

85 . 
' 

47 Heitzenrater, John Wesley and the Oxford Methodists, 35. 
48 Ward, The Protestant Evangelical Awakening, 4. 
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v1s1on.49 

His life changed radically in 1722 when he invited a group of Bohemian Brethren (Unitas 

Fratrum) to settle on Bertholsdorf, his estate in Saxony. The settlement was named Herrnhut (The 

Lord's Watch). In 1723-24, the community built a school modeled on the one in Halle. In April 

1727, the young Count got leave from his position at the Saxon court to attend to divisions that had 

developed among the religious immigrants who had come to Herrnhut. In May he issued statutes and 

instituted small groups as the basis for spiritual growth. With the outpouring of the Holy Spirit 

during a communion service on August 13, the new community was unified. 

Within a year of this proto-Pentecostal experience, the church sent its first messengers to England. 

They were Johann Toltschig (1703-1764), David Nitschmann (1695-1772), and Wenzel NieBer. The 

three were sent in response to interested parties in England, especially the Countess of 

Schaumburg-Lippe Johanna Sophia, one of Queen Caroline's ladies in waiting. Nitschmann declared 

the purpose of their visit, "to bear witness to God's wondrous power and to seek to become acquainted 

with all children of God."5° C. W. Towlson views these visits as having "something of a missionary 

character."51 Colin Podmore disagrees, saying that they did not seek to proselytize, but were "drawn 

into a religious world which already possessed focal points of spiritual vitality."52 

The next Moravian visitor was August Gotlieb Spangenberg (1704-1792), a graduate of the Pietist 

University of Jena, who arrived in December 1734. Spangenberg intended to arrange for a Moravian 

settlement in the colony of Georgia. Because of the colony's desire for hard working German 

Protestants, the Trustees had already agreed to take Salzburg Protestants, under the care of Halle, at 

the behest of the S.P.C.K. 

Spangenberg was welcomed in London by another group of Protestant immigrants - the French 

Prophets and their descendents.53 The Trustees of Georgia were initially less welcoming but, after a 

meeting with Governor Oglethorpe where Spangenberg convinced him they were orthodox Protestants, 

the Trustees were reassured. The first group of Moravian colonists, accompanied by Spangenberg, 

departed for America on January 23, 1735. In October 1736, Nitschmann and another group left for 

Georgia on the Simmonds, with John and Charles Wesley on board as missionaries under the auspices 

of the S .P. C.K. 

James Hutton (1715-1795), often considered the father of English Moravianism, was introduced to 

the Moravians through his connection to the Wesleys. He was the son of John Hutton, a non-juring 

clergyman who hosted a Religious Society in his home in Westminster. James joined early in life. 

Samuel Wesley (1690-1739), John and Charles' older brother lived next door to the Huttons in College 

Street. From 1729 until they left for America, both John and Charles spent time with the Huttons. "A 

regular Sunday evening conference was held at Hutton's house, under the presidency of the host, 

49 Jansenism was a form of Pietism located primarily within French Roman Catholic circles. See Campbell , the 

Religion of the Heart. 
so R 13.Al.8: Nitschmann to Zinzendorf, July 15, 1928, in Colin Podmore, the Moravian Church in England, 

1728-1760 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1998) 7. 
s i C. W. Towlson, Moravian and Methodist: Relationships and Influences in the Eighteenth Century (London: 1957) 35 

s2 Podmore, The Moravian Church in England, 7. 
s3 Podmore, The Moravian Church in England, 54ff .. The French Prophets had been allowed to immigrate to England 
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though whether this was in conjunction with the Religious Society or separate from it we cannot say." 

54 James Hutton even wanted to join John and Charles on their mission to America, but because his 

period of apprenticeship was not over, he remained in London. His first contact with Moravians 

came when he met their bishop and some of the brethren who traveled on the ship to America with the 

Wesleys. 

There were two ships that left for Georgia that day carrying Pietists. The Simmonds carried 

Wesley and the Moravians. The other carried the Salzburg refugees and their Halle pastors. Well 

acquainted with Halle Pietism, one of the few books John brought with him on the trip was Francke's 

Nicodemus in Boehm's English translation. However, this was his first contact with Moravians. On 

board, Wesley was impressed with Moravian piety. Within three days he "began to learn German, in 

order to converse (a little) with the Moravians."55 

When they arrived in Georgia, Oglethorpe visited the Moravian settlement and brought 

Spangenberg back to meet the new settlers and Wesley. On Wesley's second meeting with 

Spangenberg the Hernhutter directed a few questions to the Oxford don that revealed, to Wesley 

anyway, his own lack of faith. "Do you know yourself? Have you the witness within you? Does 

the Spirit of God bear witness with your spirit that you are a child of God?" Wesley was so surprised 

by the questions that he did not immediately answer. Spangenberg continued, "Do you know Jes us 

Christ?" to which Wesley responded, "I know He is the Saviour of the world." Spangenberg clarified, 

"True, but do you know He has saved you?" Wesley answered, "I hope he has died to save me." 

When Spangenberg pressed him further asking, "Do you know yourself?" Wesley said he did but 

added in his journal, "But I fear they were vain words."56 

On May 14, John Wesley began translating some thirty-three hymns from Pietist hymnals. 

Steven O'Malley has noted the importance of these hymns, especially those of Gerhard Tersteegen, in 

preparing Wesley for the experience at Aldersgate.57 Tersteegen's Reformed Rhineland Pietism (in 

which Horneck also was born and bred) would eventually prove to be more congenial to Wesley's way 

of thinking than Moravianism, particularly with regard to Christian Perfection. 

Wesley met regularly with the Moravians, participating in their Bible studies and times of singing. 

But when Wesley desired to partake of the sacrament with them, he was refused. Participation in 

communion, he was told by Toltschig depended on an experience of grace, peace and reconciliation 

with God. When Wesley's relationship with Sophie Hopkey soured and his life in Savannah became 

increasingly difficult, he sought support and guidance from Toltschig and other Moravians. Finally, 

on December 2, Wesley concluded that his ministry in Georgia had become impossible and left for 

England. 

due to the influence of Boehm on Queen Anne. 
54 Portus, Caritas Anglicana, pp. 198-199. 
5

'i Ward and Heitzenrater eds., The Works of John Wesley, vol 18, Journals and Diaries I (Nashville: Abingdon 1988) 
137. ' 

56 Journal and Diaries I, 145-6. 
57 

J. Steven O'Malley, "Pietistic Influence on John Wesley: Wesley and Gerhard Tersteegen" Weseleyan Theola ical 
Journal31 :48-70(Fall 1996)65. g 
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A New Society 

In early December 1736, Charles had returned to England and renewed his acquaintance with 

James Hutton. While the Wesleys were in America, Hutton had received regular letters from Charles 

and a diary from John. He set up a society in his own house, based loosely on the Oxford Holy Club, 

where these were read. This new society was intentionally separate from the more established 

Religious Societies like the one his father patronized. However, membership overlapped. Hutton 's 

meetings were scheduled so that members could attend both their own various Religious Societies as 

well as his group. When former members of the Oxford Holy Club were in LDndon they often made 

, contact with Hutton 's group.58 Hutton was also a member of a new society that had a room in 

Aldersgate Street.59 When Zinzendorf arrived in London in 1737, Charles introduced them. 60 

When John returned to England, he introduced Hutton to Peter Bohler (1712-1775), who had 

arrived in LDndon on his way to Georgia. Wesley had met Bohler and several other Moravians at the 

house of a Dutch Pietist named Weinantz. Bohler took a special interest in Hutton's society. In April , 

Bohler spoke to this society and began visiting its members. On April 24, he decided that he should 

attempt to form those who had come under his influence into a band. On the 281
h Charles Wesley 

returned to London and immediately fell ill, for which reason John also returned to LDndon from 

Oxford. On the evening of May 1 Bohler invited a select group to gather at Hutton ' s, and after 

discussing the Moravian principles of fellowship, they agreed to form a band. John was present. 

This society was not strictly a Moravian society. None of the members had been received into the 

Moravian Church. All were Church of England. However, it also did not have the rules of the older 

Religious Societies regarding membership in the Church of England or the oversight of priests. The 

society "followed the lines of earlier religious societies, but with the rule simplified." The effect was 

that "a set pattern of devotion was avoided and non-Anglicans, in this case Moravians could be invited 

to share in the proceedings. "61 As attendance increased, the society was forced to find other quarters. 

On May 1, 1738, the Fetter Lane Society was founded , "in obedience to the command of God by St. 

James, and by the advice of Peter Bohler."
62 

Since his return to England and coming into contact with Bohler, John Wesley had been convinced 

by the scriptures and by living witnesses that "justifying, saving faith , a full reliance on the blood of 

Christ" was a knowable experience. On May 21 Charles experienced this at the home of John Bray 

where he was recovering with Bohler at his side. Three days later, John too received the experiential 

content of Pietism at the society meeting in Aldersgate Street. Bohler left for America, and Wesley 

58 George Whitfield preached in a number of Religious Societies in London, including Hutton's, whi le he was waiting 

to sail to Georgia. His preaching in Hutton's group not only increased its size, but also contributed to its links with 

other Religious Societies. 
59 Jutton I, 182; Hutton II, 206; MCH memoir, J . West, in Podmore, Moravian Church in England, 35. 
6° For a detailed account of Zinzendorf's connections with the religious societies, see Colin Podmore, The Moravian 

Church in England, 1728-1760 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998). 
61 Rupert E. Davies, ed. , The Works of John Wesley, vol. 9. "The Methodist Societies," p. 6. 
62 Richard P. Heitzenrater, ed., The Works of John Wesley, vol. 18, "Journal and Diaries I,'' p. 236. That th is is clearly a 

"band meeting" is evident from the reference to James 5: 16. 
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and Hutton shared leadership of the new organization. 

Methodism Expands 

Shortly after his Aldersgate experience Wesley took a trip to Germany accompanied by T6ltschig. 

This trip was a pilgrimage. En route he met, and was hosted by Pietists throughout the Netherlands 

and Germany, a diverse and yet interconnected fellowship. Pietism's influence on the continent 

stretched to Russia and included Lutherans, Dutch and German Calvinists, and Mennonites.
64 

What 

Wesley discovered on this trip ultimately led to his rejection of Moravian Pietism for his own 

Anglican variety. In many ways this was a renewal of the original character of the Religious 

Societies movement, which had grown formal over the decades.
65 

Late in 1738 Whitefield returned from America. In February 1739 he arrived in Bristol and 

began preaching the "new birth." He was soon excluded from the pulpits of Bristol's parish churches, 

but he continued to preach at the meetings of Bristol's Religious Societies, which were invaluable to 

his ministry. A few of these owed their foundation to Whitefield's 1737 preaching tour, when he also 

used the Religious Societies as preaching venues.66 In May 1737, controversy had erupted in Bristol 

over his teaching, and "a private society or two were erected."67 These private societies may have 

been semi-schismatic, having left an older society after adopting the "new" teaching on the new birth. 

A letter Whitfield wrote as he sailed to Philadelphia in late 1739 was addressed to "the Religious 

Societies lately set on foot in several parts of England and Wales." In this letter he pointed out the 

difference between the old and the new organizations. In general, the newer societies were less rigid. 

He wrote that it was not necessary for the new societies to use a form of prayer, and he questioned 

whether the rules found in Woodward's book had any authority. In doctrine he advised emphasis 

only upon justification by faith, and urged that mutual confession be a cardinal feature of the newer 

organizations. 

For want of this, most of the old societies in London are sunk into a dead formality. They 
meet one Sabbath evening, read a chapter and sing a psalm, but seldom, if ever, acquaint 
each other with the operation of God's Spirit upon their souls, notwithstanding this was the 
great end of those who first began these societies. 68 

When Wesley took over the work in Bristol from Whitfield, he also utilized the network provided 

by the Religious Societies, just as he had done in London when the pulpits there were closed to him. 

These pre-existing societies formed the core of a new society in Bristol, the first Methodist Society 

63 Portus, Caritas Anglicana, pp.201 - 209. 
64 Journals and Diaries I, 257. 
65 

Toward the end of Queen Anne's reign they had become increasingly linked with Tory, even Jacobite, politics. See 
Portus, Caritas Anglicana, 77. 

66 
Whitfield. preached a sermon on "Religious Society". in the parish church of St. Nicholas in Bristol that year, and 
then ~elive:~d the sa~e serm?n to a qua~terly me:,tmg of the Relig~ous Societies in London. In his journal, he 
me~t1oned, a sweet little society of s~ekm~ souls at Stonehou~e, . m Gloucester.William V. Davis, ed., George 
Whitefield s Journals (1737-1741), (Gamesv11le, Fl: Scholars Facsimiles and Reprints, 1969) p. 73-75. 

67 Ibid. 
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there, organized on the model of the Fetter Lane society in London. 

In April I went down to Bristol; and soon after, a few persons agreed to meet weekly, with 

the same intentions as those in London. These were swiftly increased by the occasion of 

several little societies, which were till then accustomed to meet in divers parts of the city but 

now agreed to unite together in one. 69 

Some historians have concluded that this was part of Wesley's strategy. "His plan was to make 

old institutions serve his purpose by infusing into them a new spirit. From what has been said it is 

clear that some of these old institutions in Bristol, which were afterwards banded together on the 

model of Fetter Lane and the Foundry, were of the earlier type."70 While to call this Wesley ' s "plan" 

is perhaps an exaggeration, Wesley did make heavy use of the Religious Societies to spread his 

movement. 

On August 26, 1743 ... I set out for Cornwall, but made no considerable stop till I came to 

St. Ives, on Tuesday, 30. Some time since, Captain Turner, of Bristol, put in here, and was 

agreeably surprised to find a little society formed upon Dr. Woodward 's plan, who 

constantly met together. They were much refreshed and strengthened by him, as he was by 

them. This was the occasion of our first intercourse with them. I now spoke severally 

with those of the society, who were about a hundred and twenty, near a hundred of whom 

had found peace with God.71 

It is probably no coincidence that, after the Methodist movement achieved a national presence, the 

Religious Societies, in the older sense, disappeared. Although it is "quite possible that some 

Religious societies in the country lingered on into the second half of the eighteenth century,"72 the 

vast majority of societies that pre-existed the Methodist movement, did not. One exception is a 

religious society set up in Biddeford, in Devon, when James Hervey (1714-1758), one of the original 

Oxford Methodists, became curate there. This Society, established on the model described by 

Woodward, continued to meet for forty years after Hervey left that church.73 

Although more research needs to be done, it is likely the vast majority of the Religious Societies in 

Britain, like those that formed the first Methodist Society in Bristol, were simply absorbed by the 

energy of Methodism. In effect, these societies were "united" as Methodist Societies. At the very 

least, the Religious Societies were a considerable aid to Methodism, enabling it to spread extensively 

and quickly throughout Britain. 

Conclusion 

The eighteenth century Methodist revival was part of a religious renewal movement that had been 

68 Quoted in Portus, Caritas Anglicana , pp. 210-212. 
69 John Wesley, The Works of John Wesley, 3rd ed., vol. 13, (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1978) p. 308, quoted fro m Wesley's 

A Short History of the People Called Methodists. 
70 Portus, Caritas Anglicana, pp. 213-214. 
71 Wesley, The Works of John Wesley, vol. 13, pp. 313-314. 
72 Portus, Caritas Anglicana, pp. 210-212. 
73 Herveyana p. 43, in Portus, Caritas Anglicana, pp. 210-212. 
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going on throughout Europe for over half a century by the time of Wesley's Aldersgate experience. 

This movement, which had counterparts in Germany, the Netherlands, even France, is generally 

known by its German Lutheran manifestation as "Pietism." In Anglicanism, Pietism first emerged in 

the Religious Societies movement, which spawned related societies such as the S.P.C.K. John 

Wesley was born into a household that was profoundly shaped by this stream of Anglican Pietism. It 

was through his connections to this part of the Anglican world, which had lost some of its earlier zeal, 

that the larger Pietist world was opened to him. Within this world, which included Moravians and 

Halle Pietists, John Wesley was shaped theologically and experientially, Methodism's character was 

determined, and the Anglican Church was revived. 
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~A} ~ ~ .<f~l -:; ~ ~ JI .iiL ~ ~ Cj -Aj _:g-~ T ~ . -Aj J.i -T -9-1 . 7<J .iiL s=__ ~ ¥ ~ -9-1 S: q3 °} 2{1 J.i ~ T <5H ~ tj-. _=z_ 

~JI .=z.~l ~l -"i Y.EtY-~ 3::71 71~.iiL(Primiti ve Chr i stianity)~ %71 ~ "2-Z}_Q_s_ o}~ %BJ .iiL~ 

-2l-.9.1 ~ {1--Aj g ~ T <5H ~ tj- . -¥-%-&-% -9-1 ¥cl ~ .<f~l -:; ~ -9-1 7H -Aj . _=z_ -9-1 ~ ~. -=z. ~ JI 18 A1l 7 l 0d it~ c 

-9-1 }. } ~ ~ AJ ~JI} ~ {! g ?!-~ tj-. -=z. 2-1 Lt 08 61 T:1 ~A}~ -9-1 78 Sf- -E .<f~l ~ ~ -9-1 -Aj ~ _=z_ ~JI -=z. 7} Ts=__ 

~ -¥-% -,£-%g 1€.fo l ~r1l ~)61J.i 78Zi-T~(Pieti sm).9.1 ~Jl-Aj g If-Alo}~ 78<5Jol ~61%r:f-.1) 

t:HS:~ _Q_s_ -ff~ ~,A}~~ 78 {! -T--9-19}~ ~ {!-Aj g t:1 {]Al o}~l r:f-~61 ~_Q_19 13 ~} ~l ~ q ~ g rH 

~~ -,£-%-9-1 ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ 0 l ct-JI Zl--T--5B ~r:t. 
08.;;- lf-%-,£-%011 {!~ rH~~ ~~~ {!{J 0 1 LB-¥-~~ 78Zi-T~ ~,A}~ -"} 0 1011-"i ~Z1Br:f-. u}l(l 

4f-ul E (Martin Schmidt)-9-1 John Wesley: A Theologjcal Bjography(l962 English edition) 

~ rH~~ 78Zi-T-.9.1-2l- .<f~l~cl.9i 1B«l~ i~JI ~~~ B-~l~ ~.folJI ~r:f-. Geschjcte des 

P jet j s m us ( 19 9 5) .9i T- 1ti ~~ ~ 7<J .iiL S:. -T-~ (Puritanism) S--¥- £1 ;. l ~ o} ~ ~l ~ q ~ (Method i s m) ~ 

S- ~tlr:f-. % ct 08.;;-011-"i ~;.~~ -,£-% 0 lr:f-. 08.;;- ~A} W. R. Ward~ 0a.;;- -¥-%-9-1 ¥~ ~ rH ~ 

oil Ai -9-1 % .iiL ~ ~-5B 91- 78 {! -T--9-1-9-1 £ 0J~l Ai ~ ~ g ~~ct. 2) 0 l ~~ ~ 78 Zi-T~ 7} -E .<f~l ~ 2-1-9-1 ~ 

~JI} 78 {! g 0 l -5B 0} 7 l 5fi ~ ~ {J ~ 7} E1l _J]_ ~ ct~ 13 g ~ ~ w ~ 0 1 ct. -=z. ~ ~ St:.~ ~l ~ q ~ g 78 Zi 

-T--9-1 t.H ~l ~ 6} ~ ~.iiL.il}~ ( cross-conf essiona 1)-&-%-9-1 ~-¥-S-J.1 IIt~W ~ 0 l ct. i ~.iiLJ.L}~ ~% 

~ J.11 ~l ~ .:t. ~ 0 t ~ 7 l ~ .iiL ~ ~ -Aj g ?1 °1 ~ -Aj 0} ~ g ~ 0 1 q. 

1) Exceptions are notable: Arthur Nagler, Pietism and A1ethodism (1918): Franz Hildebrandt, From Luther to Wesley (1951): and 

Clifford W. Towlson, Moravian and Methodist ( 1957). 

2) W. R. Ward. The Protestant Evangelical Awakening(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998) 
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~ 7-}~117} %% if-El~ ~{!49i9i Al3::£ ~-§-:8_tj-, .=1L1-ll-}- ~{!-f:-~t{± 01~ g_ 7}:Al~ -&~if-El.ii?_ 
~l ~~ 01 -{t-%g_ BR~Al~ ~2. Pja Desjderja 0 19:Jtj-. 01 ~%2. 08~ .JI.!f-(collegiae pietatis) 
~ ~ ~ ~ 2. -2- <iJ ~l %31 _g. if- £1 _ii?_ ~A} g Jr} nJ ~s:_ g 9i ~ 0J .JI l:l~ (man if es to) Jr} 7c£ 2. -T~ g_ 0}~ 

~ ~ T ~ ~ -& ~ if- £1 _ii?_ ~ ~ ~l Al .i 0 l ~ g ~ 9i g ~l s:_ ~ T 0} Jl 7 l -& _ii?_~ 0 l :£1 ~ ~ 0 l 9i u l 0} 
~ ti} ~ o l isTI o} ~ tiJ-~ ~l ~ °l Al ~ ~ s} ~ ~ Aa ~ ~ 0J Jl l:l~ g_ 3:: %J ~ tj-. 1 7 All 7 l 3:: lfl-~ ~ ~~ -f- ~l 
~~-f=-~2-l-~ t}-lflg_ ~~ uRJf- til~~ -{t-%g 0 l 7R~_ii?_§l(Reformed). if-E1_ll?_, 08.;;-.;;-_ll?_§l 
(Anglican) 1-}1~1Ai 719i %J-l~-2-£ ~°l);}t:f-. ~Z=!-T-9i~ ~~~~~Jr} ~ 0JJl~~g_ %0}~ ~ 
A~ L-}-7}:Al ~~}r:f- . .=1L1-l1-}- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ zj_ g_ ~ ~ J-i ~, ~ 2_ ~~ ~ ~ _2_ 'iJ, ~{}-~ -fi-rB tt7-fl. _i c-1.JI 
..::z-..=z..7.-1 0 ;:i AlOl-A-1 73<5~..Q.. .£_<511;_..l \JA.:i, 17.l-•l 73?1~01 ol Alt>l-:A-1 7ll2- 7-l:::il ol Alc5l-:A-1 AAl.S..Q.. .::L 0 -, ,_..:x:... L 0 -, 0 0 2 0 fl 'I ..,!J-1 1 '-TM '--f, 0 "\....:. I ..::--i ..::--i L-, -, '- L L-1-'"I L-, -, -1- "\....:. 2 2 I 

~ o} ~ ~ 15J: g ~ ~ tj-. ~ ~~ ~~("opinions") 2. ~ 0J-IL~~ ~~lg Jr} Aa ~l ~ ~ ~l ~ 9i 1i3-$1 ~ !=f1 

°l\~ ~tj-, ~zj_-f:-9i7-}g 2_ tj-~ ~OJ-Jlli~ g_ 7}~ A}~~JL}.5:_ tl-~l _2_~r:f-. 01~ 2_ %~~1J-i~ o}~l 

c-17}~1 Ai £ ~ ~ 0J IL~~ g_ tt%<5}~ ~ 0J-zf).d -{f:-% g_ ~:AJ-Al 71 Jl Ai~ zI ~ ~ tt~l ~ ~~~ o} ~ 
r1l -t1-~ o}~~ tj-. 3) 

~Z=!-T-~ ~ A}Jlo}~ eJ-~~l ~°l"'l. ~~~ 7J-~~ g -2- 0}~2. ~(collection of theological 
em p ha s es ) Jr} 7c{ tj-. ~ :ti -Y 9i ~ _ii?_ 2-1 ~ (doc tr in a 1 ) 0 l :Al ~ ~ tj- . ~ zj_ -Y 9i ~ -f:-Jl ~ ~ ~ ~ lfl- rB ~t 
~ Aa % (orthodox) g_ ~ iLJ-l o} ~ 1J B- 0 l 9i tj-. ;<a %-Y9i 7-} g 2. 71 ~_ii?_~ tj- 0J~ ~ 0J Jl ~ LB ~l A1 
_ll?_c-l~-2-£ -n-Aa<5}2.=1o}~r:f-. 7l-&_ii7_~ ~Z=!-T-9i~ -fi-~g2_ 7r1-Aa~olt9 u:t-Ci-A1 -=rc-1~£~ ~-"J-g_ 

~0}7}71 -$1~ ~{J_Q_~J-i 7r}Aa~l §_~~t:l-. -=r?;!~ 2. 7-r~\t9i ~TAd g_ 7J~~r:f- . .=1L1-1E-~ §l{J 
-T~7-} 01Li-. ~Z=i-f:-9i~ -fi-~g2_ ~;i_}g9i ~§}~ 4-T- 0}.Jl ~~ ~g_ Ci "Pi- 0 1 W ~g_ 4-T~Li- . 
.i C-1 E..£ ~ .!t_ ~ 0 l tj-. .i g 2. -Tlt! ~l ~ T ~ 0 l Al ~ 2. _ii7_ 2-1 g g_ 1-d o1 Al~ ).~ ~ ?:l ~ ~ ~ {-i ~ -"JrB 
~ %_9_/-jg_ 7J~~tj- . .=I21E-~ BRs}~ 0l:Al ~Li-. 

Ei-2-J-l -?~]~(Timothy Weber)~ ~Zi-f:-9i7-}~ 0l "~~~l ~o}°i ~A~g_ ~~ -T- ~r:t-. _=i_t:1Y. 
.i g 2_ "2-~~ .Q.£ ~ {J Jr} 71 ~~ ~ g_ 7J-~o}t9 -¥-%. -"}§1 ~ 1~ ~. -=rc-1.JI c-1 Jl uH ~ ~ g_ 4-To} 
~ %.ll!.~ ~%-f:-9i7-}golt:f-." 2-}IL ~q. 4) 

~~~_Q_~ ~{!-T9i~ -8-~~ 7~~-{f:-%J:!} 71~-fi 7~{1-{f:-% A}ol~l tj-c-1~ ~9}t:f-. 78{!49i~ 

Jlli~~ ~ 0J -=r~Jl -"a:&~l rB~ 7J~~ -s-~~ 01Li-. ~lt1 %.ii?_~l ~C>lAi~ .;;-7}9i ~wg_ ~;<a o}.JI 
~~ :£] o1 L-}-7} ~ ?>! g_ ~ 7~ i>}:Al ~9,l-tj- ~ ~ ~l Al 71 ~ -t! _ii?_~ 9i % ~ 01 Li-. .i~ 2. 7B ~ _ii7_ 
(Protestant)~ 7J-~~JL} 7}~~(Catholic)9i 7J-~~ g_ %tl-o}~t:1-. ~~l_ii7_9i ~~~ ~S19+ 71~ 

3 J F. Ernest Stoeffler. The Rise of Evangelical Pietism(Leiden: E. J. Brill. 1965). 23. "vVhere the possi bi li ty existed to 
remain within the territorial churches the early Pietists were content to do so. where separation 
became necessary they accepted willingly the inevitable loss of stature or persecution ."Often 
confessional differences were less important than Pietist commonalities . The 1968 union of the 
Evangelical United Brethren (which was a union of Pietist groups, rooted in Reformed.Anabaptist. 
and Lutheran traditions) with the Methodist Church (rooted in Anglicanism) is one example. 

4 ) Timothy Weber, "Premillennialism and the Branches of Evangelicalism"in Donald Dayton and Robert Johnson, eds . The i'ariety of 
American Erangelrca/ism (Downers Grove. Ill: lnterYarsity Press, 1991 ), 13. 
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g 1t 711 .£1 ~ q. 

78~-T-~9-l 03-0-J~ ~,Al~{~~£ 7-l~o}q. Geschjchte des Pjetjsmus-9.1 A-l~oJlA-l u}18 Cl 

~11-*-(Martin Brecht)~ 78Zi-T-~~ "%.ii!_1H~ 014- 1H~.ii!_ Lfloj]A19-l 7}AJ %-iL~ :?d~-3:-% 019 .::::i 

~-ii- _2_ ~ 0 l £1 ~ % .ii!_~ ~ ,AJ-" 0 l 4 j]_ w ~ q. 5) 

~ 1B! ~ .::::i ~ -*- ( St an 1 e y Grenz ) ~ * g -T- -9.1 ~ ( e van g e 1ica1) 0 l 4 ~ ~ ~ ~ % °l oJl ±-~ B % .ii!_ 

~ ~ :rr} ~ J1f- u ~11 ~ ~ ~ ~ g ~ ~ o} ~ q. .::::i ~ Jl -T-£ 78 Zi -T-9-1 ~ -T- ~ oJl .Ai .::::i ~ ~ g -11-:~a o} ~ 

Li-.6) °l~ A}W~~ 78Zi-T~~ ~ 0JJ1~-T-~(confessionalism) S1:.~ 7-}%-T--9.lOiberalism)e>Jl rf1 

1%1~~ ~.Q..£A-l _!:2_o}~Li-. St:.~ _2_;?~-3:-% .::::I~Jl ~.A}-T-~ 1&~-3:-%(Chrismatic renewal)JI} 

~~ *%9-1 13H78°l £1~ -T-2L~<j ~~~ ~..Q..£ _!:2_o}~tj-.7) 0 1 ~~oJlA-l 7}AJ- %-iL~ ~~ 78Zi 

T ~ ~ ~ 7} 7' l ti ~ o l ~ ~ £1 °l 18 Ail 7 l oJl -E- -$~1 ~ ~ _Q} .::::17} Ts:_~ -if:-% g ~ ~ 

.Ad o} 711 £1 ~ q ~ 11 O l q. 

~.ii!.~ £~ ~~(The Religious Societies Movement) 

-$~]~~oJl71l 03-0-Jg ul~ t!-~11~ %.ii!_~ -2-'iJ -3:-% (Religious Societies movement) ~~Li-. 01 

~ ~ -e -$~l ~ ~ _!:2_ q T Ail~ 0 l ~ e>Jl. tjl ~ 78 Zi-T-9-14 ~ %°17} ~~ e>Jl {J 71 °l ~~ g rt Al, 08 .;;-.;;- _ll?_ 

§1 Lfl e>Jl Ai ~~~ 78 Zi-T-9-19-1 ~ % ~ 0 19i q. 167 8\3_ ~£ Y _Q__s_ t-~ (Anthony Horneck) 

(1641-1697)~ ~g~ A}_!:2_ 0 l(Savoy) ~B~e>Jl.A-l .AJ_.ii!_A}~J_~t-l] ~~ {~~ 01~~ 78zj_g _J]_ 0JAl7]7] 

~ ~:A1l~-2-£ Al~o}~Li- . .::::i~Jl .::::i~ ~ ~£Y §_E_t-~(Anthony Horneck)~ ~.ii!_oJl 9ic5H .::::i~ 

_J]_ %.ll!.~ -2..°d(Religious Societies)c.} ~~~ ~~ U~1l~ ~~W-2-£Mi ZfAd£l~I1-. 

~4-0} Jf- c 1~ £(Josiah Wood ward)~ .::::i.9-1 ~ <j. u- ~ g e>Jl A-l ~ % .ii!_~ -2- °d 9-1 ~ AJ~ ~~oJl 

¥±-~ c5HAJ.A-l .n (Account of the Rjse and Progress of the ReJjgjous SocieUes in the City 

of London) oJl Al (§_s 1-~ ~ ~ 71 ~ e>Jl .::::i?;i g ~~ Jl ~'?Jo}~ q) 1698\3_ e>Jl q g i!} {to l ~ q. 8 ) 

:z.1 if _2._~ lf-E1 cq 201d_ ~ 011 \i 18 JI} ~~] A E 1i} A E1011 Al 0a ~~ Iil.~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ 2_ o l % o] -=:I~~ sj 

011 t:B"5-HA1 1il7rf~ 7rf 7<a~ it!-g g L-}E}~JI cl-0J:~ BJ-~..2-~ A}~ ~ g %Iil~ J-~Z{.ll} ~~ell ~ 

~<)}71 J-l-3}c)}~ri-. 9) 

5) Brecht, Geschichte des Pietismus, 1. "Der Pietismus ist die bedeutendeste Frmmigkeitsbeweguhng des Protestantismus nach der 

Reformation und als solche primr ein religises Phnomen." 

6) Stanley Grenz. Revisioning Evangelical Theology: A Fresh Agenda for the Twenty-first Centw)' (Downers Grove: InterVarsity 

Press. 1993 ), 30-35. "Fundamentally, I believe, the evangelical understanding of what it means to be Christian focuses on a 

distinctive spirituality." 

7) Donald Dayton, "The Limits of Evangelicalism: The Pentecostal Tradition,"in Dayton and Johnson, The l'ariety of American 

Evangelicalism, 48-5 l. 

8 ) Josiah Woodward, An Account of the Rise and Progress of the Religious Societies in the City of London. (London, RA Simpson. 

1698) p. 17. The late Reverend Dr. Horneck (who had a very perfect knowledge of them. and indeed was an eminent friend. or 

rather Father, to them from their first rise to the day of his death) in a discourse I had with him a little before his decease. was 

pleased to give his pub! ic testimony to [this history of the Societies], that it was a very faithful and modest account of the whole 

matter. 
9) Ibid ., p. 31 . 
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(Palatinate) Oil ~1 ~ 1B ~ -T~ -1iL~ ( ~ z!-T~ ~ ~~ "'l 71 ~ r-ll ~ 01 ;_i 0 }u} 5:. 7}7-J- -T _g_ ~ ~78) Oil 

"'i 7-}c.};d-rt. i ~ 0J ~ 1-fl ~(English Civil War) 0 1 +. % ~2<:1 (Act of Uniformity) ~~Oil 0J ~ 

-2..£ ~L-1~rt. o} 0lt:~~l 2 _i(Heidelberg).9} C-lt:jl(Leiden)(~J-ll-f- 78~-T~ A}AJ-~ ~~ ~{JAl) 
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9-i (primitivism).9-f- i.9-i %-1il~ ;_~~ol _=z.21~ B-~ g_ Y-Et-1&rt. ic.lJl 0a~~_li?_~Oil"'i A}A1l7} ~l 

~rt. 

16711d0il A}_!i_ol -*B~~l;_i ~<:jg_ ~71 ~~l ~ 2 1-~~ 1669-1671\1~1 Lil~~£9-} ~<?Jg_ 01?>~ 

o} ~~ q. i ~ ~ q3 o l 78 ~ g_ Jl 1¥- ;_ l 7 l 7 l ~ ~ U jil ~l tjl ~ 0 } 0 l cl 019-f- ~ o} ~ g_ ~ 0 l q. ~ 9d 7B°~ 

-1iL~ 73 z!-T~ ~ -T _9_ ~ ~ Sfi o 14 ~ T- ~l ~ Eil.2 __ 5:.E- ~ E1lil3. (Theodor Un terreyck) ~ cJ-;_l 

Lil~~£~1A1 °1u1 i7-%~-2..£ Y-Et-tl *~ g_ u:}c.} 1665\1 7}7<jy'iJ x~ Bli7-Al~ 1J~4 ~ T 
~~ der Ruhrg_ J-l~o}~~rt.11 ) A~lt-19.i collegiae~l"'i Wo}~ e}9} iJ.- 0 1 ~E_i-~ 0 1 °lt- %-1il -2. 

'iJ(Religious Societies)~ ~-1il~~l;_i 0l~o}Al ~J-~)--2..~ ~-1il~ J-j~7-}~ {J-~ o}~l ~~rt. 

%-1il~ -2-'iJ(Religious Societies)~ ~~1~~11~ 73~4 ~~9-i ~~ -¥-~g_ ~Ajo}~rt . ~E_l-~ 

~ _i B-jil~~llil i7-%~il~ ~g_ ~lflo}~ Al~(rules) g_ A1l-tfo}~rt. _i B-j1l~.9.i Al~Oil B-~ ~ 

LH"'i~ --9-£.sf~£(Woodward)~l 9.i-6B ~?>~~l~~r-11. "0 1 B-jil~ B- o}l-f-9.i ~~ ~ u}g.ll} ~Oil ~101 

"'i 9-i ~ ~ ~ .Aj ~ g_ ~ ~ 0} ~ ~ 0 l rt. i B- jil ~l 7} ~ ~ A}~~ 0 l ~ ~ ~ Aj g_ 7} Al Jl T Sfi ~l 0 l E_ 

5:. ~ 0 l ~ ~ ~ ~ TB-~l ~ ~ ~ ~ g_ ~ U o} ~ ~ ~ uB --9- ~ T ~ 0 l q." ct Jl W-6B ~ q. 12) _=z. Ail ~ 

~R Al~~ qg 4 7cJ- 0 l ~~~t:i-. 

0 1 B-~119-1 §1~ ~ ~ ~~ :AJ-~oj]A1 TZl-.9-1 ~~ ~ A1~oJl ~~] _2.0~0F ~ct. 08 ~<?] B-~A}~ 
~ 01°F71~~£M1 _=it:lJI o}Y-16.9-1 71-~-~ ~'b g ~~ g ~£M1 -"j~ ~ ~~o}7] Sf1i>~ zf-2{9-l ct 
~ ;_}tg-~ g JI-T-Al ;zl ct. _=i t:l JI {! 'o 0}~ 0}'-1-16 ~1 71 s:. o} JI _:i9-l 0 1 ~ ~£ ~~1 7] s:. ~ct. _:i 

t:lJI ~7<1~ A}tfJ-olc+~ _=i ~u1~ A}tfJ-olc+s:. ~~ao}7]1{}- o}1?1 01 £Odell ~o}~ ~~t:i-.13) 

--9-£~~A~ ~71J-}t>J- ~ lO~~TI Al~~ {JAle>-l _T_~~ TI-%~1 9.i-6B t:1 ±~~ 01Jl lTAll ~~ ~ 

7-J-B 5~%7<l~ 0lt:i-. _=z.~~ "uR<?J W i~ 0l Jll-71~1 5~~~ ~ S1:.~ ~ B <?J~g_ ~~o}~ ~".s=_ ± 
W~rt.14) 

o l c1 ~ B-~il ~ ~ J ~ 9-i ~ ~ ~ o 19 % ;_ l ~l {l All ~ ~ 0a ~ * ~ g_ ~~Al ~rt. Jf- c Sf~ c ~ o p;l 
~ B- ~11 ~ ~l 7} ~ ~ A}~~ 9-i 0J <5J: g_ i3 -52_ ~rt . .. ~ 2 q ~ "'} w ~ ~ Y-9.i 0 l 0 F 7] ~ ~ Jl _=z. ~ 0 l 0 l 

21~ 7l ~-1il -2-'iJ (Christian associates) g_ ~JI ~-2..~ _i~s:_ _i~ g_ 7}A1Jl ~ct-9 o}Lf-16 g_ 

{}0d=~rt. _=z.C-1.JI o}L-f-16~1 B-i>}ctj ~0}7}~ ~ -=re-12 °}Y-\:1~1711£ ~0171 ~ ~{1°1 _i*Oil"'i 9d 

10) Woodward, Account of the Religious Societies, pp. 34-5. 

11) Although the book does not appear in the list of Horneck's personal library. prepared for auction after his death, it would be 
surprising if he had not been acquainted with its contents. Bib/iotheca Horneciana: A Catalogue of . .. the Library of Anthony 
Horneck ... with Some Manuscripts , Some of His Own Writing( London. 1697). This list contains a large number of works by those 
considered pietistic Puritans. especially Richard Baxter. as well as many continental Pietists. Oddly. for a native German, there is 
not asingle book written in German. One can only conclude that the auction list while impressive. is not complete. 

12) Woodward, Rise and Progress of the Religious Societies. p. 120. 
13) Ibid .. p. 121-122,Rulelll. 
14) Woodward. Rise and Progress of the Religious Societies, p. 120. 
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l=ll~ %~,A}~ T7} 0 }T- ~o}J-i ll~i!} ±..5:.? %~~ ~g %71 5fiisB l-j~;z,}~ 'tt2 S:.% 0 1 ~Jl.~ 

r:t- . .::J.~Jl ~%.iiL~7} J-}-=i_2f,Al7l7l ~-2- ~7J}_Al it:1~ ~%01 ~Jl.~tj-,18) 

All°dA 2A1l7} T:!~}~l ~J~ %<'.(}- ~?sij£ <j5ij i L(i-jil~~ lf-~~_<?_s_ ~jil~l~tj-. it:11-f 1697 

tj_ ~s'-21°1 ~7l7J}_Al ~~~ l57ij~ L(i-jil~ 0 1 Qt<li!} ~~lAE1?_1AEl~]J-i -T-:U- .2..°d g 7}::~~t:f-.19) 

l(!-jil ~ ~ st12 1 oua ~l"'i 40q3 ~l 01 ~~Jl ~J-}7} ±.. E1 A ( G. v. Portus) 7} ~ -s-~ tl}Q} iJ-ol .::J. ~ 

2 ~ 014 ~~ %AJ-(manual trades)~l %J-}o}~ J-}tg-~ 0l~t:f-.20) ~ ctj£J-(Queen Anne)~ ~l 

All 71 :j- %<'.(}- *.ii?_ _2_ °d ~ OJ-0-J 2 ~1 g o1l ~ ~~J~l ~ tj-7} .::J. 1-~ ~ ~ -$-1Al71 o1l 01 S Cl 7t:}~l utcf 7t:}~ 

~l9Jtj-.21) Jcll-f {J_Alo-1 JCl~ %~:1!} ~~Ol ~J~g~15:_ ~-=jlo}Jl 1718tj_~l ~p}A ~~11°1 

(Thomas Bray)7} Wo}7l ~ Qt<l Al~~lJ-i 307H~ .::J.Q l(!-jil~ .2.°d 0 1 ~~Ho}~j_<?_I9 1694td~l ~ 

l(!-jil ~ y7} T BB 01 AJ- ~19J ti.22) 

it:1~ l(!-jil~~ T~l ~J°1"'i~ AdAJ-2 t:f- 0J~ l:lJ-~_9_£ ~o-11;ft:}. tgt<l~lJ-i .::J.~i!} ~~~ J-}A1l 

~ ~~ srJ~s:.~ ,<:_ ~~ .iiL.:r-~l"'i J-H.£-ft %.iiL .2.°d(Religious Societies) g 3:~o}~t:}.23) 1698 

1d~l Y--& -9--£~~£~ r.2..°d B-~11~1 -B-~ ?sB~"'ln (Account of the Societies)C-}~ ~ti~%,<:_ i~ 

~ 01 '-J~ Iii,A~ 7}~r-n ~)°1"'i %Jl.~ Jl.~ 0lr1-. q-c~~£~ 1701td 0lct~ 01~ Al7l~l qgi!} 7t{ 

o l lIJ 7} °9:~ tj- . 

15) Woodward, Rise and Progress of the Religious Societies, 117 

ol ~ ol- o 
M '-- l-"5-C-

16) Woodward, Rise and Progress of the Religious Societies,p. 138 . See also .John S. Simon, John Wesley and the Religious Societies. 

2nd ed. (London: Epworth Press, 1955), p. 15 . 

17) John Spurr, "Anglican Apologetic and the Restoration of the Church, 11 (D.Phil. Thesis. University of Oxford, 1985) pp. 236-242 in 

Brunner, Halle Pietists in England, p. 18. 

18) lbid., pp. 9-10. 

19) These were listed in The Names, Places of Abode, Employmnts., and Occupations of the several Societies in and about the Cities 

of London and Westminster Belonging to the Church of England, which was published in 1694. Each society met weekly. six of 

them on Sunday nights and the rest on weekday evenings. Only one society met in a church in the vestry of St. Alban's Wood 

Street every Sunday evening. The rest gathered either in private homes or in taverns. One met at "The Duke's Head. 11 Another met 

"behind the 3 Flower de Luces. 11 The Names, Places of A bode, Employmnts., and Occupations of the several Societies in and about 

the Cities of London and Westminster Belonging to the church of England, I 694 (Bodleian, MS. Rawl. D. 141. k. 515. p. 1. 

20) Portus, Caritas Anglicana, p. 21 

21 ) Brunner, Halle Pietists in England, p. 22. 

22) Thomas Bray, Letter to Archbishop Wake, Aldgate, 21 March 1718 (ChCh, Wake Mss 15: 182-193) in Brunner. Halle Pietists in 

England, p. 22. 
23) A society was established at Romney, Kent in 1690 and eventually published its own hymnal entitled The Christian Sacrifice of 

Praises. Woodward, Account of the Rise and Progress. p. 41. See also , Portus, Caritas Ang/icana, p. 17. The reference for the 

hymnbook is The Christian Sacrifice of Praises ... for the use of the Religious Society of Romney (London: W. Pearson and John 

Wyat, 1724). 
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~.9.l 7}:AJ- ~~ T~~£-!f-El -?!:- ~Aj~ g _!i!_j]_"-l (t{17} ~3. ~~ol ~~ l-}~~£-!f-El 
~.:ii~ ~oj ~~ "'}W~.9.l €-~£ oj <5H~J.i7} ~~s.l~t<l ~ 0lq) ~~ J.}w~.9.l. ~i>j 
o l ~ .9.l ~ Z} o) ~ oJj t:tj ~j j]_ _!f- S.j ~ cl-~ 1! g_ ~ /1) S.j ~ct. _:i ~ j]_ _:i ~ % fi- ~ 1'} ~ ~ o j 
4 ul-i>l- 71~.Q_ 7}Aj°0 -.7j.Q._ olo-:Jr1~ 7j.Q._ q}Llj S-1<(1•1 24) 2. L.. L.. o 2 ~ -L .A 2 ~1 M L-f L.. .A 2. = rJ )..J.,. L-f · 

Oi~ 78-9-~l~. ol~~l ~~H9.1J.tj u-~~1go1 %iil _2_.°d(Religious Societies)~ ~EB~ ~H~o}~~ 
j]_ u:f-ctAl J -{t-%~ ~lf-~ 01 :S:l)1ct.25) 

Epworth Rectory (~¥~ c A~Xil~) 

-E- ~~l ~ ~ ~l ~l ~ Oi Al % iiL .2_ °d -8=-% (The Religious Societies Movement) 0 l ~Sf~_:=_ 
(Ep\\rorth)~ ~AJ-:S:l~r+~ 1301 7}.AJ- ~Jlo}ct . A}.!f-<>Jl ~~l~~(Samuel Wesley, 1666-1735)~ 

-E-JI} ~~~ o}ti-l?.lol~ ~7~A~(Lincolnshire)~l ~J~ Isle of Axholm ~ 0J.sf~c~lA1 A}~1l~ct. 

i ~ ~ ~ ~ £ ~ t::J- 08 ;;-;;-_li?_ ~~ct. i ~ 2 78 Z:! -T~ ~ J-j ~ ~a S:..lil ~ %{} g 7.l y 2 ~~ct. i1} 

13j} %.lil _2_.°d.ll} i~g.ll} ¥±-~~ s~~ :r~lx~ ~<fJo}~l :S:l~q~ ~~ i~ ~c.t-8=- ~ 0 1 o}y 
ct. 

t] ~l ~ t] 0 l ~~l. % .DI .2_ °d -8=-% ~ ~ -61 ~o~ ~ ~ ~~ g 7}7.l j]_ ct~ s~ g g BH EB Al 7'171 Al 
~o}~t:l-. 1691~ ig~ ~}~ BJ-~g 1H~Al7l7l ~~ _2_.°d(Societies for Reformation of 
Manners)~ ~AJ-~l ~01A1 x%01 :S:l~ct. i~2 1699~~1~ S.P.C.K.~ ~.AJ-. i~.JI 1701~ 

~l ~ * ~ ~TI{-~ Sf-1 ~ -2.. °d (the Society for the Propagation of Gospel ( S. P. G.)) ~ ~ .AJ-~l 
x% g -T~ ct.26) qy ~ ~-¥-Li (Daniel L. Brunner)~ ct g .ll} ~ol ~ti-. 

S. P. G. S. P. C. K i~ 2 Societies for Reformation of Manners.9.l -8~ %-T.9-1 ~ oJl-t §_~ 
l-~ .!!} -9-~~~ ~.9.l B j11 ~ ~1 ~ <?:! rB <5} ~ ~ C1l ~ ~ u: 71-8:- 08 ).d 0 l *~~ct. i ~ j]_ i c1 ~ 08 Ad 
~C1l"-1 t.}1~ 01~ ~a.Jil2r_~~. 7H7~~ «l~oJl rB~ f!-1l 0 l 9-J:Aj*j]_AlrB.9i .9i~~ ~JBH-9} ~~ 01~1 
S.l~q.27) 

A}_!f-<>Jl .$~l~~~ "§_.s_'-~ 0 1 ~~J- rli~~.Q_s_ 92-"-do}~l ~%0}2 ~g t::J-Al ~c:~y 0}7}r11u1 
(Stepney Academy)~l g Ol~J-ct.28) 1698\i~l i~ Societies for Reformation of Manners7} 
~ii~ :S:l 71 ~ ~l A~_ii!_ ~ o}~ q . i ~ j]_ i~ 01 i~ ~ &~ nii~% 0l :S:l Sj ct. ct g -6H ~l. i ~ Pious 
Communicant Rightly Prepared~ ~ii~o}~ct. 01 ~%~ ~.iiL -2..°d~l ¥}-~ _!f-~g ±.~0}2 ~ 

tj-. i c.1 Jl A}_!f- <>JI .$~1 ~ ~ ~ i~ g U-Al §1 ~ ~ ~ 0} Y ct 71 q~ .lil T LB ~l ~ ~ A}A1l ~ ~ Sf-1 ~ .lil 

~Hc.}.JI ~1B9.1J.t1-. 1701~ i~ i~/-:.5:_~ 0}~ Al~ g ~~Al7l~ _2_.°d(Society for Promoting 
Christian Knowledge(S. P. C. K.))~ A}~lt2;z.}(correspondent)1} :S:l51ct. 

-:g-~~ ~7} ~ ~~ 71¥}-~ o}y~Al~ . SPCK~ ~~~ ~0J- Aalt ~* Aa~;;-.Q_£Ai. i~j]_ 
ct 0J=~ Al~~ %.lil~ _2_.°d(Religious Societies) g Sf-1~ £~11~~ S:~.Q_£-"1 7l'o g yii~o}~~ct. 

24 l Woodward. Account of the Societies for the Reformation of Manners, p. 18 . 
25 l Woodward. Account of the Societies for the Reformat tan of Manners, p. 19. 
26) Edmund McClure, ed. A Chapter in English Church History, being the Minutes of the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge 

for the Years 1698-1704 together with Abstracts of Correspondents' letters During Part of the same Period( London : Society for 
Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1888) pp. iii-iv. 

27) Brunner, Halle Pietists in England. p. 71 

28) L. Tyerman. The life and Times of the Rev. Samuel Wesley. M.A ., Rector of Epworth (London: Simpkin. Marshall & Co .. 1866) p. 
213. It was during this time that Samuel converted to Anglicanism. 
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_=1_~.Jl _=i_?;i~g_ .Jl1¥-"'l7l.Jl _=i_~~g_ ~~oJl ~~fl~~~ ~%:11} 1j~;_l~ct. 29) 1700116!fd ~ 

~ 7~011 S.P.C.K. ~ %.J:iI~ .2_~ (Religious Societies)~ ~is~A}<5J-g_ ~A}o}7l ~tB ~~~ ~ 

Ii}% 0} 7 l S.. o} ~~ct. % .J:i1 ~ .2_ ~ 2. lif 0 B ~_UL~ g_ A11Jf--7 l Al ~ o} ~ .Jl ~ .J:i1 ~ JI} S. P. C. K ~ fl- 74] ~ 

~~ c1 7J--5B~~ct. u}~Yi The S.P .C .K.~ ct 0d=~ B-~il~~ ;zl~~(orders) g_ ~A}o}7l "'l~o}~~ 

ct. The S.P.C.K.~ ~~ Y-4 ~~iloJl ~]~ i~~ A}~~_=tL;z}~011711 -9--£-'f~c~ u-%.J:iI~ .2_~ g_ 

~ ~ ;zl ~ 011 fl-~ _9_ <?_fJ-1.n (Abstract of Orders for a ReJigjous SocjeUes) ~ BB.:t.o}7l J-1 ~o} 

<;~t:}. 1700-0111 J-} 0 1. 3!fd 3~011 S.P.C.K ~ <{!B-o}7l~ "Col. Colchester7} ~~~S..-!f-E1 .g_ 

Yi%g_ ~.Jlo}~~~r1], ~~~7} ~71011 "'}Cil~JI;z}~011711 lfl-c"'l ~Yi~A1°l= o}~ s:_;_1 -&-&g ~Aj 

0}~ q JI ~j]_ o}~ ct" BB .:t.-B s:_;_1 1}~ r11011 ~ "-9--£-'f~ £~ ~ i ~ j]_ i?;! ~ _g_ <?{38-" i 2-l j]_ " 0a ~ 38-

JI} .u.t:J-A~3&~ w.2._<fJ B-~11~011 fl-~ t~A~J-1,.u (Account of Socjetjes)7} ~~ct,30 ) -{f-~ ol 0121~ 

~~ 7}~r11 o}Li-7} Jf--c-'f~c~ u-%.J:iI~ .2_~~ -!j!--AJ-4 ~~011 fl-~ tB~J-ln (the Account of the 

Rjse and Progress .of the Rehgjous SocjeUes) 0 1 ct. 

%.J:iI~ .2_
0d ~(Religious Societies) 2. ~.:a ~Z!-T-~4 ~~;zl ~~}ct. i21y. i?;! ~ 2. ;z}~ 

~ g_ Ccl rB ~% (related movement) 014 °1 -5B o}~~ q _31) -9-- c -'f~ c ~ 1 70511 oJl %A}~ ~% ~ oJl rB 

-5B W-5B-T-.JI ~~ A1l-AJ **oJlJ-1 \t 0 }.g_ 3B;zl~g_ xQfo}a:J ~g_ 170511011 ~ii~o}~xr+. -2--71AE 

"51l 2 1il il?J-~](August Hermann Franke(l663-1727))~ ~~ ~Zi-T-~~ ;z]s:_;z}S..J-1. ~1IilL~~ 

741 ~ A} 0 l q . i ~ s . p. c . K. ~ A}~ ~ j]_ A} 7} 5] ~ q. i ~ 08 ~ 011 A} Ci! g_ 24 21 0} 7 l ~ tB 3B ;z l ~ ~i 

q. -9--£-'f~ £7} ~Aj ~ 3B ;zl ~ _9_ <?fT 2. q g JI} 7tl- 01 1€-f ol _=11 ~ q. 

~ ~ ~-¥-E1 -9- C-1 ~ .u ~ ~l ~ ;_} .£-¥-E1 t1- g JI} ~ ,<?_ 0 l ° F 7 l ~ ~ ~ct. -=i ~ ~ ~ Y ( Saxony) 611 

9J ~ % ( City of Ha 11 ) 611 Al {} ~ .iil T-~ q. 1 7 0 0 \1 1 ~ 21 ~ -=i ~ o l * 611 '.U ~ ~ ~ ;_} lf.t ~ 

611711 1I1.Al~ ~ct. "~{}~.9l J-}~611 :rt~ E?lo-J'd ,i.j~,<?_ °F~_g-A:Jl(Jablonski) ~J-}611 .9lt>B 

~ ~ ~l ~ t::L~.i ~ Y t1-. -=i ~ .u 2l). l ,,,___ (Pruss is ) .9l J.H .£ -& 9-J- .9l ;_} A1l ~ r1] r % _ill~ -2- <?d 611 {!-~ 

t>H ~Al ( Ac c 0 u n t 0 f s 0 c i et i es) .Jl ~ ca cl 611 Al ~ ~ cl s_ 1:8 ~ -5} ~ q. 0 l ~ ~ 611 ~ ,<?_ 0 l {} A} .9l 

~'i1 ~ o~-9- Aj*~o]~~Yct-. -=z_~~ t1i~ ~~~ca~~ g ~~ {l~ ~g "6}~~Yt:1-. -=z_~ 

~ .=t?_ y.£] o-J -=:L ~ ~ 03 ~ .iil§}61] ~ ~ Ci 71 q~ {i-{J g ~ ~] .£1 ~ ~ Y ct. -=:L 1?} ~ ~ ,<?_ ~ ~~ -!f-

2 -=i ( N orenbur gh) 611 Ai ~ <5] ~ ,<?_ 03 -O-J: g u] ~~Li ct. -=i ~ ,<?_ rJ- ,<?_ 'T~ J..] ~-2-5- T-J-j ~ -6} l-} 

~ J-}~.£ -6}0~~ ~-2..~ L-}0}7}5:_~ o}Jl zt"'a~l-O}~~Lict. 01~~1 -=z_~ ~ cl!f:i 78-9- %.liL~ 

0 i °F11 ~ ~ c5B -=i C-1.=t?_ ~ C-1 611 ~ ~ ~ /( i ~ 0 } ~ rrH ~ 611 ~ 0 } 1} 9 z.t z.t .9l 1} ~a 611 A1 t?J-w g ~ ~ 

-6} ~if Y cl-. cl ~ TJ H -9- ~ .=t!_ Jl -11 ~ {} {f-.9l A}~ 0 l -=:L ~ -2--T-.9l Jl -l1- 611 .9l -6} 0~ 1+ 61] 711 ~ ~ g_ 

y~ ~y t:1-.... 71 Et ~ ~ ." 32) 

29) 11Another outcome of the more strictly religious movement was the society for Promoting Christian Knowledge established in 

1698-9. As a central link between the local societies, it even managed to keep in touch with continental pietism. Its own direct 

mission was the religious education of the English masses, then almost incredibly ignorant: and the "propagation" of Christianity "in 

the 'plantations'." See, Clarke, A Life of Gilbert Burnet, p. 3 77. 

30) McClure, A Chapter in English Church History, p. 121. 121 n. 

31) In the late seventeenth-century the term "Pietist"had barely entered the English vocabulary. and was generally associated with its 

more radical manifestations such as Quakers and Philadelphians. In his 1697 The Snake in the Grass. the non-juror Charles Leslie 

mentioned a sect from Germany called Pietists which had been in London and whose members were friendly with Quakers. See 

Charles Leslie, The Snake in the Grass, 2nd ed. (London, 1697), p. 185. This group, it turns out: was connected to the original 

conventicle formed by Spener in Frankfurt. Once Spener opened the group to the entire church. these members separated from 

Spener's leadership. During one of William Penn's recruiting tours for his colony, some expressed a desire to go to Pennsylvania 

and ended up in London.See Johannes Wallmann, Phillip Jakob Spener und die Angfnge des Pietismus. (Tbingen. 1970) pp. 

253-282 . 
32) Josiah Woodward. An Account of the Progress of the Reformation of Manners in England Scotland, and Ireland, and other parts of 

Europe and America. With some reasonsand plain directions for our hearty and vigorous prosecution of this Glorious lf'ork. 

(London. 1705) p. 5. 
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~ ( Ratisbon). i 2-1 JI 4f-II}-9-AJ1 (Schaff a usen) ~l Ai ~AB o}~ q JI ~JI 0t ~~ q. .u. 2Jrll ~ ·4 ~ 
~ ~~ 01 i>}L-}~Sl Aj~ 0l 7<1-6- 71~.ll?_ ;;-1} ~~~lAi J.B£-if- ;;-\1g 7};<~% ~2-}-if- ~g W 
g_ L-} E} \!! q-· JI J(!-12-o}~ tj-. 33) ll 2J71l 9.} -9-£~~ :::_ ~ "%_ii?_~ .£ ~ -it-% (religious societies) 2-1 

_l1} ~~" g_ ;;-A1l ~ <j 7~ ~ -if-%9-1 ~ _!f-£ .!t_~}tj-. 

A}-!f-~ .<?~1~2-1~ op:1~ 1~~~%9-1 ~-¥-~t:i-. 1701\1 30~9-l S.P.C .KSl ~Sl~,<:. -?~1 ~2-17} 
~ 3t1Al~ 7l~o}~r:f-. 34 ) i~,<:. ~A1l 21BS1 3t1Al~t:i- . o}L-}~ 1701\1 6-%! 169-1 ~~tsi 3t}7<1°lt:1- . 

.<f~l ~ 2-1 ~ "1 o 1d % <li 1 w~ si At~ g_ c5B ~ .Q_ 9 i 0 i + 2-1 -"1l -%i ~ rB -¥-~ g_ i 2-1 /-- s:. ~1 {±-~ /( l ~ g 
~~ 0}11 ~ ~ ~ ,<:. .£ ~ g_ ~ i>B ~ ei}~ q 2 ~~ti-. e1 ~ 71 q~ Ad .11} ~ 7l~-Al *ct~~ t:i-. it:1 Y
i 7} '==f {J o} A j ~ 7 l ~ ti} ~ tj- . "3 5 ) -'1~1 ~ 2-1 ~ .. .=l_ 7} ~A} o l ~ 5:a \} ~ g_ 7r:i1- t:cf o} ~ tj-Jl 01 t:i % ~ lf ~ 
tj- ... · .=l_ 2-1 Jl 7 l x 9.} %-JI 9.} 7< l 4T ~ '(l .£ ~ 18-~119.} Sl ,A}~ ~JI ~ lf-1§{ ~ tj- . " L-} n1 Al tj- ~ -'1~1 ~ ~ 2-1 3I1 
/(1 ~ 1701 lj 6-%! ~l 1 o~ \t~}'(l r11. ~ .2_ <iJ 0 1 .<f~l ~ ?11 ~l ~l .!t_ \B ~~ «l-~l ~7~ ~ ~ ~ 7}7<1 J-}~ 

~l -tl-~ ..B..-T.A}-O-J- 0 11*. 0 1 ~~,<:_ -9-£~~~9-l u- %.ii!_ .£~ -it-%~1 {±-~ i>BAJ"'ln ~ ±-Wo}Jl ~J~t:i-. 
36) 

1702\1 4-%i 16~~1 "'}lf-OJl .<f~l~~~ S.P .C.K .£<iJ~l .A}~~JlA}Sl 7<}24.Q.£ %~o}~t1-. "7171 

Ai ~~~c~lAiSl %.ii!_ .£<iJ(Religious Societies)~l {±-~ -'1~1~?119-1 ~27} ~~~1~t1-. i~~l rll 0} 

~ i .£ 0d,<:. i~l~l 7r:i1-J-}~ lE9,llr:f- ."37) -'1~1~~7} ~~~c~l AJ?89]g i .2..~,<:. ~7J-B'(l 8~9-1 ~ 

lJ1~g_ 7}A1Jl ;_l~o}$11* . i~,<:_ "7}?.J- ~~o}Jl Sl*~«l ;_}1:}-~ol9ir:f-."38) i .£~2-1 ~~,<:_ "-9-
~ o t Y- 'rl "n 7 l s:. o t ~ ~ . % ~n Ad .Ai ~ ~~ 2 AJ-§_ _ii?_ §l-~ -'f1 i>B -"1 *_ii?_ ~ * A1l ~ ~1 ti- o t ~ 0 i ° F 7 l ~ 
Y--T-~ ~. i2-1JI -"il 1ti~B£ 0 1*9-l _ii?_§}~ ~Alo}Jl i~g ~~1Al7l~ ?;! 0 lr:f-."39) 

~~~£9-1 %.ii!_.£~,<:. J-j?.J-o}~Jl -9-£~~£7} A1l;_l~ ~.11} i(.A}~ ;zl ~~(orders) 01 jB~s:l~ 

tj-. i ~ Sl -T- Z!- .£ ~ .11} W llll §l ~ ~ ,<:. uB ~ -T-Sl tfr :ti (Lord 's Supper ) ~l % ~ o} ~ q. i ~ Jl -E 
.11} Al{}- .£-9- ~ A}~ .A}~ g_ o} s:. ~ '(ls:. ~~}tj- . i .2_ ~ ,<:_ 2-"11 rB ~ 0J=Aj o} 71 ~ ~ 71 rB ~ BJ~ .Q_.£ 

A}~ ~.Ji7- ~ ~~ei}1l.£ ~Aa9E-r:f-.40 ) -T--'?19-1 ;zl~~l-"i ~~ %"'}~ .£<iJ~ 0 l i§l-js:l~ti- . .£~~9-1 
-T~ Aj?.J-,<:_ .£<iJSl ~~g_ 12rg 0 lo}.£ -TTAao}~ A}-!f-OJl -'1~1~2-l~l Sli>B tfr~01~ ;zl~ ( rule ) uHT 
0 i r:t-. i ~ JI ~ .<f~l ~ ~ 1 t 0 i ~ g_ <4 n .y Aa o t ~ i 1 t 0 i-:e- .£ <iJ si -=;i 5: ~ -'fi c5B jB ~ ~ r:t-. 

~~I ~{:!~~ (Halle Pietism) 

~~ ~Zi-TSlSl 0J;;-~l tr~ t}-{1,<:. S.P.C .K 9.l-9-1 3t1Al -2-J-~7} Aj:3f-5:] 7l ~~l ;_l~S:l~r:f-. 

16911d~l /--:rrilL1(Spener)~ Wl1l rB~(Halle University ) ~l ~Zi-T-SlA}~ g .£.Q.71 ;_l~o}JI ~) 

~ti-. i ~JI ll 2J71l ~ Wlil Sl 1}1d-~ 1(! ~2-1 «l ~.£.A}( Glaucha) Sl ~.A}£ 7:a tjJ g ~~}q . ~l q1} 

w ?1] rB ~ Sl i ~ ~ 01 9i- % HJ- ~ 01 ~ 7} ~ j; l ~ _ii?_ T £ ~ t:i ~ tj-. w lll rll ~ ~l Ai ll 2J ~l ~ 7~ ~ ~ 

33) Woodward. An Account of the Progress. p. 9. Also see Simon. John Wesley and the Religious Societies. p. 26. 
34) McClure, A Chapter in English Church History, p. 140: [A.C. 317 and 321 ]. 
35) Ibid .. p. 343. 
36) Ibid .. p. 345 . 

37) Ibid., p. 177-178 . The SPCK afterwards printed and distributed this Samuel Wesley's account of the Religious Society at Epworth. 
38) Samuel Wesley, "An Account of the Religious Society begun in Epworth in the Isle of Axholm. Lincolnshire. Feb. 1, An. Dom . 

1701-2." as quoted in W. 0. B. Allen and Edmund McClure. Two Hundred Years: The History of the Society for Promoting 
Christran Knowledge, 1698-1898 (London: SPCK. 1898) pp. 87-88 ; also quoted in Richard Heitzenrater, "John Wesley and the 
Oxford Methodists," (Ph.D. dissertation, Duke University) p. 20. 

39J "An Account of the Religious Society begun in Epworth in the Isle of Axholm, Lincolnshire. Feb. 1, An. Dom. 1701-2," in Allen 
and McClure. Two Hundred Years. pp. 89-93 . 

40) Portus. Caritas Anglicana, pp . 128-9. 
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~ x ~ ~ ;;-<j ~.ill A}~ oil ~ ~ ~ 0 l ~ q . i ~ ;,11741 ~ ±ft 0} ~ 7 l ~.ill ( ~ 0 l 78 ~ T 9-l 7} 7} ~ q 
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41) F. Ernest Stoeffler, German Pietism During the Eighteenth Century( Leiden: Brill , 1973 ), 3 5. 

42) Brunner, Halle Pietists in England, 31 . 

43) John Wesley, Journal and Diaries II. p. 285 . Reprint of a portion of a letter from Susanna to Samuel, February 6, 1711 /12 . 
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44) Frank Baker. ed., Works of John Wesley. Letters of John Wesley I, (Oxford : Oxford University Press, 1980-1981) 233-239. 
45) "Short History of Methodism" in The Works of John Wesley, 3rd edition, vol. 8 (Grand Rapids: Baker. 1996) 348. 
46 ) Henry D. Rack, Reasonable Enthusiast: John Wesley and the Rise of Methodism (Nashvi lle: Abingdon Press, 1992) 85. 
47 ) Heitzenrater, John Wesley and the Oxford Methodists . 35 . 
48) Ward, The Protestant Evangelical Awakening, 4. 
49) ~-"j}-T-~ ~ :rr cJ-~ .£.u}.9-1 7}~~ ~ zr- LBoJl j;l 3::.£. Aa;3,1-~ 78 Z:l-T~ ~ ~qq. See Campbell. the Religion of the 

Heart. 
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50) R 13 .A I.8 : Nitschmann to Zinzendorf. July 15, 1928, in Colin Podmore, the Moravian Church in England, 1728-1 760 (Oxfo rd : 

Clarendon Press, 1998) 7. 
51) Podmore, The Moravian Church in England, 7. 
52) Podmore, The Moravian Church in England, 54ff. . .u. t'J-~-9.l Prophet ~~ qR ~ 9J-~ ~-2-~ Boehm ~ ~ ii"J:~ u:H ¥-c1] ~ ~ _Q_s_ 

0 Pr -5} ~ ~ 0 l <S-1 % £151 ti-. 
53) Portus, Caritas Anglicana, pp. 198-199. 
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Among the religions of the world, Christianity is unique in claiming that God is the triune God, 

three in person, but one in substance.1 A Christian's understanding of whether or not God is triune in 

both his existence and his activity affects not only the doctrine of God, but also other Christian 
doctrines, Christian worship, and the Christian life. In particular, it radically affects the presentation of 

what can be asserted of the relationship of God-humankind in salvation.
2 

In this study, we examine 

John Wesley's understanding of the doctrine of the Trinity, focusing on his application of the doctrine 
to hymns and the doctrine of salvation. 

I. The Plain and Traditional Doctrine of the Trinity 

When reading his sermon "On the Trinity"(l 775), which is Wesley 's pnmary work on this 
doctrine, some of those who live in these days of the renaissance of the doctrine of the Trinity may be 
embarrassed by its too simple content. In John Wesley 's view, one of the best tracts on the Trinity was 

a sermon delivered by Jonathan Swift (1667-1745).
3 

According to Swift the doctrine of the Trinity 
revealed in the Scripture "is very short, and amounts only to this; that the Father, the Son, and the Holy 

Ghost, are each of them God, and yet there is but one God."
4 

For him, therefore, the doctrine of the 
Trinity should be plain and the Trinity is the object of belief, not of discussion. In line with Jonathan 
Swift, Wesley believed that the doctrine of the Trinity is revealed in the Scripture, so that we may 
believe the fact of the "Three-One God". For him, the doctrine of the Trinity is a mystery. But the 

1 Millard J. Erickson, Christian Theology(Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1994), 321. 2 Cf. Christoph Schwobel, Editorial introduction to Persons, Divine and Human (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1991 ), ed., Christoph Schwobel and Colin E. Gunton, 11. 
~ "On the Trinity" (1775), BEW 2: 377. 
4 

Jonathan Swift, Sermon, "On the Trinity", The Works of the Rev. Jonathan Swift(London: J. Johnson, first printed in 
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Trinity is a revealed fact and the fact of the Trinity is not mystery. The mystery lies in the manner of 

how the three Persons are one in substance. Although we cannot solve the mystery we can believe the 

fact of the Trinity as it is revealed in the Bible.5 Wesley showed the priority of revelation over 

reason: "would it not be absurd in me to deny the fact because I do not understand the manner? That is, 

to reject what God has revealed because I do not comprehend what he has not revealed ? "6 

According to Wesley, all who tried to explain the mystery of the Trinity at all in order to promote the 

knowledge of the Trinity, have not only lost their way, but have also confused their readers about the 

doctrine.
7 

Accordingly avoiding reasoning the doctrine in a philosophical way, he urged his readers to 

accept the revealed simple fact of the Trinity, that the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit are all 

divine Persons and they are one in substance. 

Wesley showed his flexibility in the use of theological terms in explaining the essential content of 

the Trinity. He argued that the words 'Trinity ' and 'Person' are not found in the Bible so that the use 

of the words is not always necessary in describing the three-in-oneness of God, although he used them 

because he knew of none better.8 For him, it is important to believe the fundamental truth of the 

Trinity that the Father, the Son, and the Spirit are one; it is not important to believe the technical terms 

used of the Trinity.
9 

In this sense, while he endorsed the so-called Athanasian Creed as the best 

explanation of the doctrine, like Swift, Wesley was not entirely satisfied with the Creed. In particular, 

he did not agree with the statement in the Creed: "Unless a man keeps it in its entirety inviolate, he 

will assuredly perish eternally."
10 

However, Wesley made no concession in the fundamental content of the doctrine of the Trinity. 

First, following the Thirty-Nine Articles of Religion of the Church of England, Wesley described the 

basic content of the Trinity in the first article of his Twenty-Five Articles.
11 

The content of this article 

is moderate in theological expression, but it gives a concise summary of the doctrine of the Trinity. 

Wesley criticised Emanuel Swedenborg who taught a form of Modalism by speaking of a threefold 

principle, instead of the three Persons of the Trinity.
12 

Wesley also criticised the Arians and the 

Socinians, because he insisted on the equality of the divinity of the Son and the Spirit with that of the 

Father. 13 While Wesley considered the use of the variant theological explanations of the Trinity as an 

opinion, 14 he considered the basic principle of the doctrine of the Trinity as an essential doctrine of 

Christianity, rejecting subordinatianism and Modalism. 

1774, 1803), vol. 14: 21. 
5 "On the Trinity", BEW 2: 383-84. 
6 "On the Trinity", BEW 2: 384. Italics original. 
7 "On the Trinity", BEW 2: 377. 
8 "On the Trinity", BEW 2: 377-78. For th is reason, Wesley criticises John Calvin fo r treating Servetus severely just 

because of his scruple in using trinitarian terms such as 'Trin ity' and ' Persons'. 
9 "On the Trinity", BEW 2: 376. 
10 "On the Trinity", BEW 2: 377; J. N. 0 . Kelly, The Athanasian Creed (London: Adam & Charles Black, 1964), 17. 
11 John H. Leith (ed.), Creeds of the Churches (Richmond, Virginia: John Knox Press, 1973), Revised edition, 266-67, 

354. 
12 Emanuel Swedenborg, On the Athanasian Creed and Subjects connected with It, 14. Cf. L. Berkhof, Systematic 

Theology (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1949), 83. 
u Emanuel Swedenborg, On the Athanasian Creed and Subjects connected with It, 17. 
14 "On the Trinity", BEW 2: 374-75. Cf. "Catholic Spirit", BEW 2: 81 -2. 
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II. Unity in Trinity and Trinity in Unity 

The eighteenth century was a period of many disputes on the Trinity. 
15 

The age of the 

Enlightenment diffused scepticism about traditional Christian doctrines such as the divinity of 

Christ. 16 Furthermore Arianism and Socinianism threatened the Christian faith in England.
17 

One of 

the main figures in the debates was Samuel Clarke. William Jones was one of the critics of Clarke.
18 

William Jones explained the doctrine of the Trinity in The Catholic Doctrine of the Trinity under 

the four following titles: The Divinity of Christ, The Divinity of the Holy Spirit, The Plurality and 

Trinity of Persons, and The Trinity in Unity, and Charles Wesley also classified his trinitarian hymns 

in his Hymns on the Trinity in this way. Since John Wesley favoured these two works of William 

Jones and Charles Wesley, 19 it would be appropriate that his thought on the doctrine of the Trinity is 

investigated under these four titles. 

The Divinity of Christ: as Emil Brunner has pointed out, the divinity of the Son stands at the centre 

of controversies on the Trinity. 20 Arthur W. Wainwright, who has examined the New Testament for 

the ground for the Trinity, allocated more than half of the pages of his Trinity in the New Testament to 

the discussion of the divinity of Christ.21 William Jones paid attention to the divinity of Christ in his 

The Catholic Doctrine of the Trinity. He allocated to this subject 59 items out of the 119 items of the 

biblical proof texts for the Trinity. Wesley also showed his interest in the defence of Christ's divinity. 

In his sermon "On Knowing Christ after the Flesh" (1789), Wesley emphasised the divinity of 

Christ. 22 This sermon was not incidentally but intentionally written in order to defend the divinity of 

Christ at a time when the views of the Arians and the Socinians were prevalent. 23 When he interpreted 

1 Cor. 11: 3, which was used by the Arians as a proof for the subordination of the Son to the Father, 

Wesley rejected subordination as he thought that although the Son as mediator acts in all things in 

obedience to his Father, the Son has the same nature as the Father.24 In his note on Heb. 1:5, following 

the Creed of Nicaea and the Nicene-Constantinopolitan Creed25 Wesley confessed that the Son is God 

of God, Light of Light. 26 

As God exists from eternity to eternity, Christ also exists from everlasting to everlasting.27 Since 

~: J. Ernest Rattenbury, The E~angelical Doc~rine~ of Charles Wesley's ~ymns (London: Epworth Press, 1941), 137. 
Edmund J. Fortman, The Tnune God: a H1stoncal Study of the Doctrine of the Trinity (London: Hutchinson, 1972), 
247. 

17 J. Ernest Rattenbury, The Evangelical Doctrines of Charles Wesley's Hymns, 137. 
18 William Jones, The Catholic Doctrine of the Trinity (London: Printed for J. Rivington, 1767), the third edition 

Introductory Discourse XXXII, 115. ' 
19 

A letter to Mary Bishop (17 Apr. 1776), Letters 6: 213. For a helpful analysis on the similarity of the trinitarian 
views of William Jones and Charles Wesley, see Wilma J. Quantrille, "The Triune God in the Hymns of Charles 
Wesley", Ph.D. Thesis, Drew University, 1989, 22-4. 

20 Emil Brunner, The Christian Doctrine of God (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1949), 209. 
21 Arthur W. Wainwright, The Trinity in the New Testament (London: S.P.C.K, 1962), 53-194. 
22 "On Knowing Christ after the Flesh", BEW 4: 103. 
23 "On Knowing Christ after the Flesh", BEW 4: 99-100. 
24 

Note on 1 Cor. 11 : 3, ENNT 617. Cf. William Jones, The Catholic Doctrine of the Trinity (London: J. Rivington, 
1767), 38. 

25 John H. Leith (ed.), Creeds of the Churches (Richmond: John Knox Press, 1973), 30, 33. 
26 Note on Heb. 1: 5, ENNT 811. 
27 "Spiritual Worship", BEW 3: 90-1. 



only God exists from eternity, Christ who exists from eternity must be God. The Son is really and 

properly equal to the Father from eternity.28 Also Christ is given all the titles of the most high God.29 

Christ is called Jehovah, a name "never given to any creature".30 Thus, the Son is "the very and 

eternal God, of one substance with the Father".31 In proving the divinity of Christ, Wesley is biblical 

in his source and practical in his approach. 

The Divinity of the Holy Spirit: In comparison with the divinity of the Son, the deity of the Holy 

Spirit has not been much disputed in Christianity, although the relation of the Holy Spirit to the other 

Persons in the Trinity was controversial.32 In the Twenty-Five Articles Wesley describes the Holy 

Spirit in the same terms as in the Thirty-Nine Articles: "The Holy Ghost, proceeding from the Father 

and the Son, is of one substance, majesty, and glory, with the Father and the Son, very and eternal 

God", which shows Wesley's approval of the "Filioque" accepted by the Western but not by the 

Eastern Church.
33 

In his note on John 15: 26, Wesley states that the Spirit's coming to us and his being 

sent by the Son from the Father point to the Spirit's personal character which distinguishes 

him as a Person from the Father and the Son.
34 

The characteristics of a person were ascribed 

to the Spirit, such as fellowship with other personal beings, affections, and intelligence.
35 

Wesley rejects Swedenborg's thought of the Holy Spirit as a divine energy or an impersonal being.
36 

For Wesley the Spirit is one of the three Persons of the Trinity. In "A Letter to a Catholic," Wesley 

states that he believes in "the infinite and eternal Spirit of God, equal with the Father and the Son." 

The Spirit dwells personally in all believers together with the Father and the Son.
37 

The Plurality and Trinity of Persons: William Jones insists that the word 'Elohim', a plural 

noun, regularly appears with a singular verb, which indicates "that there are several persons 

partaking of the same divine nature and essence."
38 Wesley also thinks that the word "Elohim" 

indicates the plurality of persons in the Godhead.
39 

The word "us" in Isa. 6:8 also 

"sufficiently intimates a plurality of the persons in the Godhead."
4° For Wesley, the plurality 

of the persons in the Godhead does not mean several persons, but three persons in the 

Godhead. 

The Trinity in Unity: Acknowledging the three divine Persons in the Godhead without the 

oneness would lead to polytheism. For Wesley how the three Persons of the Trinity are 

28 Note on Phil. 2: 6, ENNT 730. 
29 "Spiritual Worship", BEW 3: 90-1. 
30 "Spiritual Worship", BEW 3: 91. 
31 Article 2 of the Twenty-five Articles, John H. Leith (ed.), Creeds of the Churches, 354. 
32 Arthur W. Wainwright, The Trinity in the New Testament, 199. 
33 John H. Leith (ed.), Creeds of the Churches, 267, 355. 
34 Note on Jn. 15: 26, ENNT 370. 
35 Note on Jn 14: 26, ENNT 367; Note on Rom. 8: 16, ENNT 548; Note on Rom. 8: 26, ENNT 550; Note on Gal. 4: 6, 

ENNT691. 
36 "Thoughts on the Writings of Swedenborg", Works 13: 433. 
37 Note on Jn. 16: 13, ENNT 371-72. 
38 William Jones, The Catholic Doctrine of the Trinity, 84. 
39 Note on Gen. 1: 1, ENOT 2. 
40 Note on Isa. 6: 8, ENOT 1962. 
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united in one being is not revealed to human beings and thus could not be known to us. 

Trinity in unity is a revealed fact and therefore this is worth believing. Following some 

practical Anglican theologians like Jonathan Swift and Peter Browne, Wesley did not try to 

explain in a metaphysical way how the three Persons are united in one: "The Bible barely 

requires you to believe such facts, not the manner of them. Now the mystery does not lie in 
41 the fact, but altogether in the manner." 

Where in the Bible is the fact of the Trinity of Persons clearly revealed? In "On The 

Trinity" Wesley thought that 1 John 5: 7- 8 in the Authorized Version was one of the best 

biblical references to the revealed fact of the Trinity.
42 

In the Authorized Version it reads: 

"For there are three that bear record in heaven, the Father, the Word, and the Holy Ghost, 

and these three are One". Wesley was aware of the debate over the authenticity of this text. 

John Calvin and Matthew Henry were aware of the dispute but they supported its 

authenticity. 43 Wesley insisted that one of the reasons why the reference to the Trinity in 

1 John 5: 7-8 in many of the ancient copies had been omitted or changed was that 

Constantius, Constantine's successor and a zealous Arian, had intentionally omitted or redacted 

trinitarian texts "out of as many copies as fell into his hands". 
44 

Wesley in his own 

translation of the New Testament put the text into lJohn 5: 8: " [5: 7] For there are three 

that testify on earth, the Spirit, and the water, and the blood: and these three agree in one. 

[5: 8] And there are three that testify in heaven, the Father, the Word, and the Holy Ghost: 

and these three are one".
45 

Yet many recent scholars think that this trinitarian reference of the 

text is doubtful.
46 

The NIV omits this trinitarian text in 1 John 5: 7-8.47 However, it is clear 

that even if Wesley had doubted the authenticity of this text, he would not have changed his 

thought on the Trinity in unity. For Wesley recognised this unity in other biblical texts and 
. h . 1 d 48 in t e ecumen1ca cree s. 

Ill. The Triune God Known, Praised in Hymns 

Wesley's emphasis on the doctrine of the Trinity was that the doctrine of the Trinity shou 

Id not be "a mere speculative doctrine", but a practical doctrine. First of all, as a practical theo 

41 "On the Trinity", BEW 2: 383. Italics original. 
42 "On the Trinity", BEW 2: 378. 
43 

John Calvin, Commentaries on the Catholic Epistles (Edinburgh: Printed for The Calvin Translation Society, 1855) 
trans. John Owen, 257. Matthew Henry, Exposition, 2453-54. ' 44 "On the Trinity", BEW 2: 379. Cf. John Albert Bengel, Gnomon of the New Testament (Edinburgh: T & T Clark 
1858), first published in 1742, trans. William Fletcher, vol. 5: 135, 137-38, 147; "On the Trinity", BEW 2: 378~ 
Note on 1 Jn. 5: 7, ENNT 917. 

45 ENNT 917-18. 
46 

D. Moo?~ Sr:1ith, First, Second, and Third John (Lou~svill_e: John Knox Press, 1991 ), 122; Arthur W. Wainwright, 
The Trm1ty m the New Testament, 247; Geoffrey Wamwnght, Methodists in Dialog (Nashville: Kingswood Books 
1995), 263; Milliard J. Erickson, Christian Theology, 327. ' 47 1 John 5: 7-8 in the RSV and the NASB also have no reference to the Trinity. 

48 Note on Jn. 10: 30, ENNT 350; Note on Phil. 2: 6, ENNT 730. 
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logian and an evangelist his interest in the doctrine of the Trinity was about its application to 

49 
hymns. 

Many theologians agree that hymns are theology. Jurgen Moltmann asserts that "The 'economic 

Trinity' is the object of kerygmatic and practical theology; the 'immanent Trinity ' the content of 

doxological theology."
50 

Geoffrey Wainwright has pointed out that the doctrinal statement of the 

major truths of Christianity is reflected in hymns in which Scripture, tradition, reason and experience 

have all contributed in a complex interplay.51 S. T. Kimbrough, Jr. has stated that "Hymn books are 

the lyrical, theological textbooks of Christendom."52 

We investigate John Wesley's application of the doctrine of the Trinity to hymns, by analyzing A 

Collection of Hymns for the Use of the People called Methodists which was selected from many 

hymnbooks, rearranged according to theological topics, and published by John Wesley. 53 In his 

preface to the Collection, Wesley stated that the book contained all the important truths of 

Christianity.
54 

J. Ernest Rattenbury states that when John Wesley published hymns he bore in mind 

their theological purpose, and that the published Methodist hymns were "from the first treated by 

Wesley as doctrinal documents".55 

Many hymns regarding the Trinity appeared in the Collection. In practice in the Collection the 

doctrine of the Trinity was neatly and plainly described. The triune God has a mystical plurality in 

person, but is one in nature.
56 

Jesus is God unchangeable. Jesus who was Jehovah born on earth is the 

mighty God.57 In substance, power and majesty the Son is one with God the Father.58 The Spirit is an 

essential Person of the triune God.
59 

The glorious Persons joined to form human beings.
60 

Wesley declares that all the knowledge of the visible world which we naturally have is ori 

ginally derived from our sense experience; all the knowledge of the spiritual world is derived 

from spiritual sense.61 Spiritual senses are the inlets of spiritual knowledge. While unbeliever 

s have no spiritual sense and no knowledge of God, believers gain spiritual sense at new birt 

h. From this time spiritual eyes and ears are open and growth in the knowledge of 

the triune God is possible. In the hymns of the Collection, there are many occurrences of the 

word 'feel'. In spiritual empiricism, feeling is not simply an emotion. Feeling is the primary s 

tep of spiritual sense experience in the knowledge of the triune God. In Wesley's hymns " 'Sh 

49 Cf. A letter to Mary Bishop, Letters 6: 213 (17 April 1776). 
50 Jurgen Moltmann, The Trinity and the Kingdom of God ((London: SCM Press), 152. 
51 Geoffrey Wainwright, Doxology: The Praise of God in Worship, Doctrine and Life (London: Epwprth Press, 1966), 

202. 
52 S. T. Kimbrough, Jr., "Hymns are Theology", in Theology Today, April 1985, vol. XLII : 59. 
53 BEW 7: 32, 56. 
54 BEW 7: 74. 
55 J. Ernest Rattenbury, The Evangelical Doctrines of Charles Wesley ' s Hymns, 62. 
56 Hymn 248, BEW 7: 389. 
57 Hymn 245, BEW 7: 386. 
58 Hymn 245, BEW 7: 386-87. 
59 Hymn 247, BEW 7: 388. 
60 Hymn 248, BEW 7: 389. ,, " . . . . ,, 
61 "The Great Privilege of Those of that are Born of God , BEW 1: 434; Walking by Sight and Walking by Faith , 

BEW 4:50, 53-4 . 
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ould know, should feel' is "the keynote of Wesley's 'experimental divinity', of 'knowing' in the 

Johannine sense".62 H. A. Hodges and A. M. Allchin point out that the word 'feel' in Wesle 

y's hymns is equivalent to the word 'know' . In reality spiritual feeling is sometimes more po 

werful than reasoning in knowing God. 

Furthermore, Wesley asserts that we can increase in the knowledge of God through our fell 

owship with God which he called "spiritual respiration" .
63 

One of the genres in which this fel 

lows hip can be well practised is in hymns. 64 By singing hymns in the worship of God we ca 

n enjoy fellowship with God through the Son in the Spirit.
65 

In this fellowship our understandi 

ng of the doctrine of the Trinity can be deepened. In this sense Oliver A. Berkerlegge is righ 

t in saying that "by means of the hymns the Methodist people were not only brought to relig 

ious convictions; they came to understand their Bible better, a· secure foundation of evangelica 

1 theology was laid in their minds, and they were built up in the Christian faith".
66 

According to Wesley hymns or poetry for the Christian are "a means of raising or quickening the s 

pirit of devotion, of his faith, of enlivening his hope, and of kindling or increasing his love to God and 

man".
67 

For Wesley as a spiritual empiricist hymns are one of the most suitable genres in which the d 

octrine of the Trinity can be understood. In hymns human beings can confirm and increase the 

knowledge of the triune God, a knowledge that they cannot understand by pure reason. 

IV. The Trinity of Salvation 

Wesley's application of the doctrine of the trinity to other doctrines appeared probably at best in 

his doctrine of salvation. 

In his note on Gen. 1: 26-8 Wesley stated that in creating a human being the three Persons of the 

Trinity had a consultation and reached a concurrence, "because man, when he was made, was to be 

dedicated and devoted to Father, Son, and Holy Ghost".68 Thus, human beings were created in the 

image of the triune God.69 

Even after the fellowship was broken through the Fall, the three Persons of the Trinity were not 

unconcerned with the resulting human misery. The Father so loved human beings that he gave them 

his Son as the mediator; the Son was already slain from the beginning of the world to be a sacrifice; at 

the same time the Spirit began to renew the souls of fallen human beings.70 

62 BEW 7: 116n. 
63 "The New Birth", BEW 2: 193. 
64 

"The Great Privilege of Those of that are Born of God", BEW 1: 434. Italics added. 
65 

H. A. Hodges and A. M. Allchin, A Rapture of Praise: Hymns of John and Charles Wesley (London: Hodder and 
Stoughton, 1966), 17. Cf. Colin E. Gunton, The Promise of the Trinitarian Theology (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 
1991 ) , 20. 

66 BEW 7: 61-2. 
67 BEW 7: 75. Italics added. 
68 Note on Gen. 1: 26-8, ENOT 7. 
69 "The New Birth", BEW 2: 188. 
70 "The Mystery of Iniquity" (1783), BEW 2: 452. 
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According to Wesley, the work of the triune God for the salvation of fallen human beings starts 

from the operation of prevenient grace.
71 The Father loved human beings that he planned the salvation 

of them. 
72 

The Son is the Light which enlightens everyone coming into the world to reveal what is 

good,
73 

while the Spirit arouses the conscience of individuals in order to cause them to feel uneasy, 

when they walk in any instance contrary to the light. 74 Therefore, the Son and the Spirit worked for 

fallen human beings even before they were justified. 

Salvation consists of two general parts, justification and sanctification. 75 The three Persons of the 

Trinity participate in justification. In November 1738, when he was attempting to work out the nature 

of justification after his Aldersgate experience, Wesley rediscovered the Anglican doctrine of 

justification.
76 

Thus, he published in 1738 "The Doctrine of Salvation, Faith and Good Works, 

Extracted from the Homilies of the Church of England".77 Further, Wesley referred favourably to this 

Anglican pattern in his later writings.
78 

By citing this Anglican pattern as an authoritative one, in 

many cases Wesley defended his doctrine of justification by faith. 79 

However, the Anglican pattern of justification based on the Homilies of the Church of England 

expresses the relationships involved in justification without indication of the Holy Spirit 's part: "upon 

God's part, his great mercy and grace; upon Christ's part, the satisfaction of God's justice; and on our 

part, faith in the merits of Christ" .
80 Although Wesley was adopting as a reliable and authoritative 

doctrine the Anglican triple participation of God, Christ and human beings, in practice Wesley 

developed the active role of the triune God by adding the role of the Spirit. In "The Lord Our 

Righteousness" , he pointed out to those who over-emphasised the role of Christ that we should " take 

particular care to put" each of the roles of the triune God in "its proper place" in God 's justifying work. 

"The righteousness of Christ is the whole and sole foundation of all our hope. It is by faith that the 

Holy Ghost enables us to build upon this foundation . God [the Father] gives this faith: in that moment 

we are accepted of God . . . . You see, each of these has its proper place, and neither clashes with the 

other" .81 Likewise, in Wesley 's thought, the role of the triune God and human beings was established 

without a 'clash ' . On this point, we should notice that the role of the Holy Spirit in justification was 

much more balanced in Wesley than in the Reformed and Anglican traditions.
82 

Since "justifying 

71 "Scripture Way of Salvation", BEW 2: 156; "On Working Out Our Own Salvation", BEW 3: 203. 
72 "Scripture Way of Salvation", BEW 2: 156-57. 
7-:. " Predestination Calmly Considered", Works 10: 229-30. 
74 " On Conscience" (1 788), BEW 3: 482-83. 
75 "Scripture Way o f Salvation", BEW 2: 157; "On Working Out Our Own Salvation", BEW 3: 204. 
76 Cf. Richard P. Heitzenrater, Wesley and the People called Methodists (Nashvi lle: Abingdon Press, 1995), 86. 

77 Journal 2: 101(12 Nov. 1738); Albert C. Outler (ed.), John Wesley, 121 note 3. 
78 "The Princ iple of A Methodist" (1742), Works 8: 361; "A Farther Appeal to Men of Reason and Religion" (1744); 

Works 8: 54; "The Lord Our Righteousness" (1765), BEW 1: 456. 
79 "The Lord Our Righteousness", BEW 1: 456-58; "The Scripture Way of Salvation", BEW 2: 157-58; "A Farther 

Appeal to Men of Reason and Religion" Works 8: 53, 54, 56; "A Second Dialogue between an Antinomian and his 

Friend", Works 1 O: 279; "Thoughts on the Imputed Righteousness of Christ", Works 10: 313. 

80 See Wesley's "The Doctrine of Salvation, Faith and Good Works, Extracted from the Homilies of the Church of 

E ngland", Albert C. Outler (ed.), John Wesley, 125. 
81 "The Lord Our Righteousness" (1765), BEW 1: 459. 
82 For more detai l of the neglect of the role of the Holy Spirit in salvation in church history before Wesley, see 

Lycurgus M. Starkey Jr., The Work of the Holy Spirit: A Study in Wesleyan Theology (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 
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faith" is wrought by the Holy Spirit, the role of the Spirit is definitely required for our response to 

God ' s gracious justifying work.83 In the process of justification, the activity of the Holy Spirit is 

essentiaI.84 Especially the Spirit unites "our persons" to Christ in the work of salvation. 
85 

Through 

the empowerment of the Spirit, we human beings can participate in the triune God's justifying work. 

Thus, God the Father, by his mercy, established justification and gives us faith to receive 

this gracious justification; the Son, who sacrificed himself to be a mediator between God and 

human beings, gives us free grace and interposes in the work. The Holy Spirit empowers 

human beings in order that they can respond to this grace through faith, and witnesses to our 

being justified. Human beings can participate in the activity of the triune God, by the respons 

e to the prevenient justifying work of the triune God. In his note on Rom. 4:5, Wesley showed 

1n a trinitarian way the active role of the triune God in justifying the sinner.
86 

For the sinner, being first convinced of his sin and danger by the Spirit of God, stands 
trembling before the awful tribunal of divine justice; and has nothing to plead, but his own 
guilt, and the merits of a Mediator. Christ here interposes; justice is satisfied; the sin is 
remitted, and pardon is applied to the soul, by a divine faith wrought by the Holy Ghost, 
who then begins the great work of inward sanctification. Thus, God justifies the ungodly, 
and yet remains just, and true to all his attributes! 

In soteriology Wesley's concern is focused on sanctification. In sanctification, The Father of love 

is the initiator and the main character in the process of salvation including sanctification. Thus, Jesus 

said, "My Father is always working, and I too must work."87 

It is through the merit of the Son that the Father sanctifies us. The redemptive blood of the Son is 

the merit of both justification and sanctification. Therefore our faith in the work of the Son on the 

cross is the only condition of sanctification as well as of justification. Even sanctified Christians need 

the redemptive work of the Son. 

In this process of sanctification, Wesley also emphasised the work of the Holy Spirit. 

Sanctification implies what the Father works in us by his Spirit.
88 

For him, sanctification through the 

work of the Spirit produces in believers real change that is "an inward thing, namely, the life of God in 

the soul of man; a participation in the divine nature; the mind that was in Christ; or, the renewal of our 

heart, after the image of Him that created us."
89 

The Christian life is nothing but continuous 

fellowship with the Father and Son through the work of the Spirit.90 The Spirit prepares and sustains 

this fellowship. Thus in "A Letter to a Roman Catholic" (1749), Wesley claimed that the Holy Spirit is 

1962), 106-8. 
83 "Conversation with the Bishop of Bristol" (1739), Works 13: 499. 
84 "The Righteousness of Faith", BEW 1: 207. 
85 "A Letter to a Roman Catholic", Works 10: 82. In this phrase, the "persons" does not denote people, but seems to 

imply human personhood which can respond to the activity of triune God through divine prevenient grace and the 
empowering work of Holy Spirit. 

86 Note on Rom. 4: 5, ENNT 532. Italics added. 
87 John 5: 17. Cf. "On Working Out our Own Salvation'', BEW 3: 206. 
88 "Justification by Faith", BEW 1: 187. 
89 Journal 2: 275 (13 Sept. 1739). 
90 "The New Birth", BEW 2: 193. 
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"the immediate cause of all holiness in us .. . . purifying and sanctifying our souls and bodies".91 

All the works of God are those of the three Persons; redemption is the perichorectically united 

work of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Sprit.92 This idea was interwoven with Wesley ' s works 

ranging from God's creation of human beings to the re-creation of them 

It should be noted that by seeing salvation as a whole work of the triune God Wesley did not fall 

into an unbalanced view of salvation that lays emphasis on one Person of the triune God in the process 

of salvation. 

A unitarian emphasis on the Father in the process of human salvation can be traced in the doctrine 

of radical double predestination. If only the Father's decree or sovereignty is stressed, salvation is the 

unilateral work of the Father, while the Son and the Spirit are simply working for the accomplishment 

of the decree or the sovereignty of the Father. In it there is also a tendency for all the divine works to 

have taken place already in timeless eternity. Wesley rejected this unitarianism of the Father. 

Wesley believed that the Son and the Spirit as well as the Father are active here and now to save all 

human beings.
93 

Antinomianism is a form of the unitarianism of the Son as it exclusively 

emphasises the role of Christ in justification and sanctification, which Wesley rejected. The 

idea is that we are saved by Christ's righteousness which is formally imparted to us. Therefore, we are 

always considered as holy so that we Christians need not observe the moral law. With this belief the 

Father's calling to holiness and the Spirit's power for sanctification are ignored. Wesley abhorred "all 

Antinomian abuse of the doctrine of Christ".
94 

The unitarianism of the Spirit can be found where a particular experience of the Spirit is too much 

emphasised in the process of salvation. Wesley learned the importance of the assurance of the Spirit ' s 

witness from his father on his deathbed and from the Moravians.
95 

At one time Wesley maintained 

that without the assurance of pardon from the Spirit's witness no one could be saved. Just after his 

Aldersgate experience of the assurance of pardon that his sin had been forgiven, he could say that he 

had not been a Christian previous to this experience.
96 

For Wesley, it is the Spirit who gives the 

assurance of salvation. Wesley's stress on the experience of the Holy Spirit's witness to our spirit and 

of the Spirit's inward working in the process of salvation opened him to the accusation of being 

enthusiast.97 In his later works Wesley's mature thought on the relation of the experience of the 

91 "A Letter to a Roman Catholic" (1749), Works 10: 82. 
92 Wesleyan theologians generally agree that Wesley's doctrine of the Trinity is focused on the salvific activity of the 

triune God. Thomas Wright Pillow, "John Wesley 's Doctrine of the Trinity" in The Cumberland Seminarian, vol. 12 

(Spring, 1986), 3-7; Geoffrey Wainwright, Methodists in Dialog, 267-70; 

Lycurgus M. Starkey, Jr., The Work of the Holy Spirit: A Study in Wesleyan Theology, 30; Barry Edward Bryant, 

"John Wesley's Doctrine of Sin", 233-35. 
91 "Predestination Calmly Considered'', Work 10: 215, 225, 255. 
94 A letter to Henry Venn (22 June 1763), Letters 4: 217. Cf. "A Dialogue between an Antinomian and His Friend", 

Work 10: 266-76. 
95 Letters to Mr. John Smith (22 March 1748), Works 12: 100; Journal (24 May 1738) 1: 4 71; Richard P. Heitzenrater, 

"Great Expectations", in Randy L. Maddox (ed.), Aldersgate Reconsidered (Nashville: Kingswood Books, 1990), 

66 and endnote 86. 
96 Journal 1: 479-80, footnote 2. Cf. Richard P. Heitzenrater, Wesley and the People called Methodists, 80. 

97 "The Witness of the Spirit, I", BEW 1: 269-70; "The Nature of Enthusiasm", BEW 2: 46-7; "On Laying the 

Foundation of the New Chapel", BEW 3: 579; "An Earnest Appeal to Men of Reason and Religion", Works 8: 19; 

"A Farther Appeal to Men of Reason and Religion", Works 8: 76. 
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assurance of pardon through the Spirit to salvation appeared. God saves even those who have some 

degree of faith, the faith which could not lead to full assurance of pardon. Although the Spirit 's 
98 witness to human souls is the great privilege of those who are born of God, those who have only 

some degree of faith could sometimes have no awareness of the Spirit's witness that their sins are 

forgiven although they are saved. 99 In a letter to Melville Horne, "When fifty years ago my brother 

and I", Wesley wrote, " in the simplicity of our hearts, told the good people of England that unless 

they knew their sins were forgiven, they were under the wrath and curse of God. I marvel, Melville, 

they did not stone us!"100 It is the triune God who saves human beings; it is not human experience of 

the Holy Spirit's witness and inward working by which God's salvation is valid or not. In a sense one, 

who emphasises the religion of the heart, the inward working of the Spirit, and human experience of 

spiritual works, is liable to come to the unitarianism of the Spirit. Once, about the time of the 

Aldersgate experience, Wesley seems to have come close to this unitarianism. But he later balanced 

the work of salvation in a trinitarian way. However, in the unitarianisms noted above, the divine 

salvific work is centred on either the Father, or Christ, or the Spirit; they do not see salvation as a 

balanced work of the triune God. Wesley believed that each of three Persons of the Godhead does not 

"clashes with the other". 101 

By viewing salvation as a whole and balanced work of the triune God Wesley avoided extremes. 

For him, the Trinity is the grammar of salvation. The triune God created human beings in a trinitarian 

way; he also re-creates them in this way. 

V. The Trinity as the Grammar of Theology, Christian Life, and Salvation 

In this concluding subchapter, we evaluate Wesley's understanding of the doctrine of the Trinity. 

For him, since the doctrine of the Trinity is revealed in the Bible, it should be accepted as true. The 

manner how the three Persons are one in substance is not revealed; it is mystery. A sufficient 

theological speculation on the doctrine had already been developed in the ecumenical creeds. 

Therefore, for Wesley, it was not necessary that any further systematic explanation should be added. 

Accordingly, Wesley did not claim to make any original contribution to the classical doctrine of the 

Trinity itself. 

Does this mean that Wesley considered the doctrine of the Trinity insignificant for theolog 

y and Christian life as later Friedrich Schleiermacher did by placing this doctrine at the very 

end of his theological work? Sam Powell has pointed out that 191
h century American Wesleyans did 

not try to develop the doctrine of the Trinity because they thought that the Trinity is a revealed fact 

98 "The Great Privilege of those that are Born of God", BEW 1: 434-35 . 
99 

Minutes (2 Aug. 1745), Albert C. Outler (ed.), John Wesley 149; Minutes (16 June 1747), Albert C. Outler (ed.), 
John Wesley 166-67; A letter to Charles Wesley (31July1 747), Letters 2: 108-9; A letter to Richard Tompson (18 
Feb. 1756), Letters 3: 163-64; A letter to Dr. Rutherforth (28 Mar. 1768) Letters 5: 358-59 

100 ' ' . Edward H. Sugden, Wesley s Standard Sermons (London: the Epworth Press, 1921 ), 1: 82n, recited from Kenneth J. 
Collins, A Faithful Witness: John Wesley 's Homiletical Theology, 73. 
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and that the manner how the three Persons are in one substance is a mystery incomprehensible to 

h 102 I . th 
uman reason. n an article for the 250 anniversary of John Wesley's Aldersgate experience, 

Kenneth B . Wilson seems to be passive about the role of the doctrine of the Trinity in Christian 

theology by saying "it is not argued that the doctrine of the Trinity is necessary to Christian theology; 

rather that since we have no better model it merits continued attention."103 

Yet Wesley thought that God 's own revelation of his being triune is crucial for both theology and 

the Christian life. It is "far from being a point of indifference". It "is a truth of the last importance. It 

enters into the very heart of Christianity; it lies at the root of all vital religion. "104 

In relation of the doctrine of the Trinity to theology, Wesley' s recognition of God ' s being triune 

determines his formation of all Christian doctrines, in particular the doctrine of God, as this recognitio 

n is closely related with his understanding of who God is, how he works, and how he is to 

be approached. 

However, Wesley did not treat the doctrine of the Trinity as a special theological topic for 

detailed exposition as he did in explaining justification by faith and Christian perfection. Rat 

her, in explaining other topics, he premised that God is the triune God. 105 In the works of W 

esley there are many triadic passages which indicate the concurrence of the triune God in divi 

ne work. He often used these plain trinitarian formulae in explaining various topics of theolog 

106 
y. For example, the triune God reveals himself in a trinitarian way. The Father reveals the 

Son in our heart while the Son reveals the Father in us by the Spirit.
107 Grace is the Father ' s 

unmerited mercy through the merit of the Son, empowered by the Sprit.
108 

In salvation the Father, 

101 "The Lord Our Righteousness" (1765), BEW 1: 459. 
102 Sam Powell , "The Doctrine of the Trinity in 191

h Century American Wesleyanism, 1850-1900", WTJ vol. 18: 2 (Fall , 

1983), 33, 44. 
101 Kenneth B. Wilson, "The Trinitarian Model of God", in Ivor H. Jones and Kenneth B. Wilson (eds.), Freedo m and 

Grace (London: Epworth Press, 1988), 65, 84-5. 
104 " On the Trinity", BEW 2: 384. 
105 "On the Trinity", BEW 2: 385. 
106 There are many cases for this trinitarian formul a in Wesley 's works. For instance, we see this in Wesley's 

notes on the New Testament and sermo ns: Notes on Mt. 3 : 17, ENNT 25; Mt. 6 : 13, ENNT 38; Lk. 1: 

15, ENNT 201; Lk. 4 : 18, E NNT 216; Jn. 1: 12, ENNT 304; Jn. 8: 16, ENNT 338; Jn . 10: 30, ENNT 3 

50 ; Jn. 15: 26; ENNT 370; Jn. 16: 13; ENNT 371-72; Acts 2: 38, ENNT 401 ; Acts 10: 48, ENNT 436-3 

7; 1 Co r. 2: 18, ENNT 590; Eph. 2: 8, E NNT 709; Eph . 4: 4, ENNT 712; Eph. 4: 6, ENNT 712; Phil. 

2: 1, ENNT 729; Ti t. 3 : 5, ENNT 802; Heb. 9: 14, ENNT 835; 1 Peter 1: 2, ENNT 872-73; 1 John 1: 3, 

E NNT 903; 1 John 4: 14, ENNT 915; 1 John 5: 5, ENNT 916; 1 John 5: 7-8, ENNT 917; Jude 20-1, E 

NNT 930; Rev. 4: 8, ENNT 957; "Salvatio n by Faith", BEW 1: 130; "Scriptural Christiani ty", BEW 1: 1 

62-63; "The Witness of the Spirit, I", BEW 1: 273-4, 284; "The Witness o f Our Own Spirit", BEW 1: 3 

09 ; " On Sin in Believers", BEW 1: 320; "The Marks of the New Birth", BEW 1: 427; "Sermon on the 

Mount, I", BEW 1: 481; "Sermon on the Mount, IX", BEW 1: 649; "The Nature of E nthusiasm", BEW 

2: 47; " A Cautio n against Bigotry", BEW 2: 68; "Christian Perfection", BEW 2: 111; " the Scripture Way 

of Salvation'', BEW 2: 161; "On the Trinity", BEW 2: 385; "On Predestination" , BEW 2: 419; "God 's Lo 

ve to Fallen Man", BEW 2: 426-27; "The End of Christ's Coming", BEW 2: 475-76; "The General Sprea 

d of the Gospel", BEW 2: 499; "New Creation", BEW 2: 510; "Spiri tual Worship", BEW 3: 90, 96, 99; 

"An Israelite Indeed", BEW 3: 283; "On Fa ith", BEW 3: 497; "On the Death of John Fletcher" , BEW 

3: 612; "The Unity of the Divine Being", BEW 4: 67; "The Unity of the Divine Be ing" (1789), BEW 4: 

70. For Wesley 's trinitari an ascription see, BEW 1: 130, 141, 266, 313, 649; BEW 2: 399; BEW 3: 209; 

BEW 4: 214, 223, 235, 243, 289, 303, 345, 359. 
107 " An Israe lite Indeed" (1 785), BEW 3: 283. 
108 "The Witness of Our Own Spirit" (1746), BEW 1: 309. 
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109 f through the intercession of his Son, gives us the Spirit to renew us. In the assurance o our 
salvation, we know that God the Father has accepted us through his eternal Son, and the Spirit bears 

witness with our spirits that we are children of God.11° Christians have fellowship with the Father and 
111 . d . . . . 112 I d. the Son through the Spirit. Christian happiness 1s portraye 1n a tnn1tanan way. n para 1se 

Christians will have an uninterrupted fellowship with the Father and the Son through the eternal 

S 
. . 113 pu1t. 

Another creative aspect of Wesley's doctrine of the Trinity is his encouragement of the application 
of the doctrine of the Trinity to Christian faith and living. As Moltmann has indicated, some Christians 
would regard the theological doctrine of the Trinity as a speculation for theological experts, which has 

nothing to do with Christian living. 114 Colin E. Gunton has also pointed out that "the Trinity has more 

often been presented as a dogma to be believed rather than as the living focus of life and thought."
115 

Wesley was clear that once we find in the Bible the fundamental truth of the Trinity, then we should 
practise it. It is generally agreed that the recent renaissance of the doctrine of the Trinity started with 
Karl Barth who set the Trinity at the forefront of his Church Dogmatics.

116 Nowadays the doctrine of 
the Trinity has been applied to revelation, salvation, social and political ethics, ecumenism, and 
feminism. 117 Moreover the current Wesleyan interest in the doctrine of the Trinity seems to take its 

cue not directly from Wesley but from the contemporary renaissance of the doctrine.118 Ted A. 
Campbell has pointed out that although 23 percent of the hymns in the Collections (1780) include 
explicit reference to the three Persons of the Trinity, the overall percentage of hymns with this 
reference in later Methodist hymnals (including British and American Methodist churches, Wesleyan 
and Holiness denominations) is smaller. 119 However, it seems to be appropriate that Wesleyans are 
re-discovering in Wesley's works the importance of the doctrine of the Trinity. They can find that 

Wesley was a deliberate trinitarian who paid attention to the salvific work of the triune God.120 What 
would be suggested by Wesley to his followers in today's renaissance of the doctrine of the Trinity is 
that we should not concentrate on a metaphysical explanation of how God is the triune God, or on a 
metaphysical explanation of the 'immanent' Trinity, but on how the doctrine can be applied to 
Christian theology and life, thus focusing on the 'economic' Trinity. M. Douglas Meeks argues that 

109 "On the Fall of Man" (1782), BEW 2: 410. 
110 A letter to Lady Rawdon (18 March 1760), Letters 4: 87. 
111 "Sermon on the Mount, III" (1748), BEW 1: 513. 
112 "The Circumcision of the Heart" (1733), BEW 1: 408. 
113 "New Creation" (1785), BEW 2: 510. 
114 Jurgen Moltmann, The Trinity and the Kingdom of God, 1. 
115 Colin E. Gun ton, The Promise of Trinitarian Theology, 3. 
116 

John Thompson, "Modern Trinitarian Perspectives", Scottish Journal of Theology, vol. 44 (1991 ): 352; Alister E. 
McGrath, Christian Theology, 260-61; Karl Barth, Church Dogmatics, 1/1. 339-553. 117 
David S. Cunningham, "Trinitarian Theology since 1990", Reviews in Religion and Theology (Nov. 1995), 8-15. 118 
For the recent interest in Wesley's doctrine of the Trinity, see M. Douglass Meeks (ed.), Trinity Community and 
Power: Mapping Trajectories in Wesleyan Theology (Nashville: Kingswood Books, 2000), and some articles in 
Wesleyan Theological Journal (Spring, 2001 ), vol. 36: 1. 

119 
Ted A. Campbell, " ' Pure, Unbounded Love': Doctrine About God in Historic Wesleyan Communities", in M. 
Douglas Meeks (ed.), Trinity, Community, and Power: Mapping Trajectories in Wesleyan Theology (Nashville: 
Abingdon Press, 1960), 93-4, 165. 

120 Cf. Geoffrey Wainwright, Methodists in Dialog, 261-62. 
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Wesley gave us "creative trinitarian stimulations" in our time by his insistence that "we must not 

simply know the Trinity, but also practise the Trinity."121 Following the spirit of Wesley, Wesleyans 

need to apply the doctrine of the Trinity to Christian faith and life. 

121 M. Douglas Meeks, "Trinity, Community, and Power", M. Douglas. Meeks (ed.), Trinity. Community, and Power: 

Mapping Trajectories in Wesleyan Theology,16. 
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